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Richard Medlyn, Selectmen's Representative
Selectmen's Report for 1986
IL would appear that Milford's voters see the issue of the control
of growth to be tied to a limitation on water supply. There is no
shortage of water in the ground but our ability to pump it and deliver
it is running near to capacity. Town Meeting said No to selling the
Savage Well to WELLCO, No to a new well and to an intermunicipal connec-
tion but filso No at a Special Town Meeting ballot in June when a growth-
c^ontroJ ordinance was offered, contingent upon the availability of
water. There is no argument with our need for a backup supply "just in
case". Hov^ can we achieve that safety without its being a newly openned
door? The issue uf ,sewer extensions took on the same "growth -control"
aspect although by year's end a policy had been adopted v-zhereby sewer
ejvtensions could be put in place but not connected m until Sludge
Composting is operational. The Selectmen, after much prudent postpone-
iiicnt. voted tc;' promote the issue of a backup intermunicipal water con-
nootion dt tho next Town Meeting.
A '.XimpIetH municipal coinputer package was purchased and by year's
end most oT the dat^i and programs wert-> installed and in use by all
departments vi.nd a large .spreadsheet had fnade possible a uniform bud-
'jetma pt^">cedure. The Police Department I'o operating on its own
oi'input.er' system.
An m depth i;.tud,, of ttie Town Hall showed what might be possible
for the r''.'.-i^:siqnfrK>nl of if^no ated spaces able to house almost all town
'::ri~ice;, includinvT the Superintendent of Schools and the District Court.
All indications .ire that although the project appears to be large-scale
if lowed in the short term, the alternatives are unattractive and
e- critiiali.. mure expe/isive. Success of the project will hinge upon
findjii'i enonqhi additional parking spa^.^e near the Oval and upon the town
iiiikmo a '.'ornmitment to carr\y it to coinpletion., once started.
The rmntial e/ent cjf the Propert.y Tax Sale took on a new and ominou;
.isi ?'.. 1. a.t pri.^ile bidders fercoi'/ed this, as a new and lucrative source
of ur. '..stment interest and foes.
-'..iter,/ disast.er struck in sever'al Porms. An ice jam on the river
n<'ar the Milford Dri e Iri flooded wide o.reas in January. A Jul.y water
le.ik .Jiider t.iio pavement oT the Stone EJridye threatened one of our only
fi. er -r.^ssarKis ..irid required extensile repairs. A water release of
• lLL;put.'d orK-Un flooded Kmerson Road and washed out dri vev/a./s and back
-
; .n ds A fr^ ak storm »..n Jiily 29 durnped up to 5 inches of rain in 8
h'.jur.s. rausmo oiil ert and bridge w.tshouts, drowning gardens and flood
ifig o.il.irs A q.isol ino tank leak- probably of long standing and
brouaht a p by Ihr^ raised water table to 'where it could enter the storm
S-^vvors. 'Heated a dariqerous. situation on Nashua .Street in August.
A11iiou!4h Toviii M'.^etmq decided not to sell an.y of the "Hitchiner
I.rmd' t<j the To^n !<, C'ountry Mobilehome Park residtmts. b.y 'c)\c ver-y end
../f the V'-ar \he purcliase of the land that the Park now occupies had been
ai-r j;tqeJ. aided b.. Fedei al "ilc;ok Grant Funds.
Ttris Dr^.ird was at last able to complete the final negot.iat ions in
th.e lof.q s.aqa iF \.he Wastev^ater Treatment Plant.
Semi-annual property taxation started with a 1st issue billing in
June, based on the 1985 rate. The effect has been the reduction of
Milford's short-term cash borrowing needs to about half of what they
have been and it will cut them even further henceforth. However, the
2nd issue, printed from our own computer records, shattered the one-year
lull as the tax rate climbed 25%. Even without buying a new water
supply or police facility or school buildings the new spending at School
Disrict Meeting and at Town Meeting, added to the bond payments that had
already been authorized, had managed to increase our spending a lot
faster this time than the increases in property valuations. Our "growth
spiral" has been getting out of hand and the 1987 Meetings are likely to
look at every penny.
The Selectmen found themselves occasionally wanting to reverse an
earlier decision as new facts and considerations came to light: sewer
extension policy, the reclassification of Mile Slip Road, the granting
of after-the-fact permits and the adoption of our own restaurant inspec-
tion Health Ordinance. Time must be allowed for sufficient hearings and
deliberations to avoid any need to rush to a decision.
As 1986 ended. Sludge Composting was just about to enter its
startup phase, the Wadleigh Library extension was in full operation.
But most of our traditional problems are still with us.
And the Red Sox blew it.
TOWN MEETING 1987
WARRANT
The polls will be open from 12:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Milford in the County of
Hillsborough in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Milford High School
Gymnasium in said Milford on Tuesday, the tenth day of March,
next at twelve of the clock in the forenoon to act upon the following
subjects, it being noted that the deliberative session of the Town
meeting is to commence at six thirty in the evening:
ARTICLE 1
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
ARTICLE 2
To see if the Town will vote to make the following changes in the
Zoning Ordinance of the Town of Milford.
BALLOT VOTE NO. 1
Are you in favor of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning Board
for the Town of Milford Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend Article V, Section 5.022 of the Residence "A" District by
deleting that section in its entirety and replacing it with the
following:
"5.022 ACCEPTABLE USES by special exception.
A. Home occupations provided the outward appearance
of the dwelling remains residential in nature (1986)
.
B. Recreation and community center buildings and
grounds for games and sports, except if they are to
be carried on primarily for gains.
C. Kindergartens and day nurseries.
D. Churches
E. Public utility uses necessary for public welfare."
To amend Article V, Section 5.023 of the Residence "A" District, by
deleting that section in its entirety and replacing it with the
following:
"5.023 USES SPECIFICALLY EXCLUDED







To amend Article V, Section 5.032 of the Residence "B" District, by
deleting the section in its entirety and replacing it with the
following:
"5.032 ACCEPTABLE USES by special exception.




To amend Article V, Section 5.062 of the Industrial District, by
deleting the section in its entirety and replacing it with the
following:
"5.062 ACCEPTABLE USES by special exception
A. Uses permitted in the Commercial/Business District
and the Residence "R" District, except for
residential uses."
BALLOT VOTE NO. 2
Are you in favor of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning Board
for the Town of Nilford Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend Article V, Sections 5.034 through 5.037, by deleting these
sections in their entirety and replacing them with the following:
"5.034 Multi-family residences in the Residence "B" District shall
adhere to the following conditions for development:
A. Multi-family dwellings shall be served by both
n":unicipal sewerage and water systems and may
have a maximum of five (5) units per acre. The
maximum density may be reduced by the Planning
Board based on recommendations of other qualified
consultants.
(1) The maximum number of approved units permitted
in any multi-family dwelling proposal shall
be determined by multiplying the net tract
area by the maximum density allowed above.
B. In the conversion of an existing house to apartments or
multi-family dwellings, a maximum of five (5) units per
acre of land associated with the existing house shall be
permitted, given the following conditions:
(1) The proposal meets the standards set forth
for Maximum Density (5.034), Yard Requirements
(5.036), Usable Open Space (5.037), and
Parking (5.038).
5.035 LOT SIZES AND FRONTAGES
A. The following provisions apply to all other acceptable
uses in this district, except single family residences.
(1) In those areas serviced by both municipal
sewerage and water systems, the minimum lot
size in Residence "B" shall have as a minimum,
twenty thousand (20,000) square feet in area with
one hundred fifty (150) feet of frontage on a
principal route of access.
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(2) In those Residential "B" areas not serviced
by both municipal sewerage and water systems,
the minimum lot size shall be sixty thousand
(60,000) square feet in area or larger, depending
on soil and slope conditions, as may be necessary
to sustain development according to State standards,
with two hundred twenty-five (225) feet of frontage
on a principal route of access.
B. The minimum lot size and frontage for a single family
residence in this district shall be the same as those
set forth for the Residence "A" District in Section
5.024 of this Article.
5.036 YARD REQUIREMENTS
Yard requirements shall be the same as those set forth in
the Residence "A" District (Section 5.025).
5.037 OPEN SPACE
Usable open space shall also be provided for multi-family
dwelling proposals in an amount equal to not less than
thirty (30) percent of the total lot area.
5.038 PARKING
Two off-street, exterior parking spaces shall be provided
for each multi-family dwelling unit.
BALLOT VOTE NO. 3
Are you in favor of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town of Milford Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend Article V, Section 5.066 of the Industrial District, by
deleting the section in its entirety and replacing it with the
following:
"5.066 OPEN SPACE.
A. Usable open space shall be provided in an amount
equal to not less than thirty (30) percent of the
total lot area."
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BALLOT VOTE NO. 4
Are you in favor of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town of Milford Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend the "1986 Official Zoning Map, Town of Milford, New
Hampshire" by rezoning a portion of the land area located approx-
imately two hundred (200) feet east of the center line of
Prospect Street, and further identified as Map 30, Lot 138 and
Lot 86, and Map 35, Lots 34 and 35, from the current zoning of
Residence "B" District to Residence "A" District.
BALLOT VOTE NO. 5
Are you in favor of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town of Milford Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend the "1986 Official Zoning Map, Town of Milford, New
Hampshire" by rezoning the land area fronting on both sides of
Hammond Road, and further identified as Map 5, Lots 86, 86-1,
86-2, 86-3, 86-4, 157 and 158, from the current zoning of
Residence "B" District to Commercial District.
BALLOT VOTE NO, 6
Are you in favor of Amendment No. 6 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town of Milford Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend the "1986 Official Zoning Map, Town of Milford, New
Hampshire" by rezoning the land area generally located on both
sides of Federal Hill Road and further identified as all lots
currently located in a Residence "A" District bounded by Emerson
Road to the north, Ponemah Hill Road to the east, Foster Road to
the south and Colburn Road to the west. This amendment would
change the current zoning of Residence "A" District to
Residence "R" District.
BALLOT VOTE NO. 7
Are you in favor of Amendment No. 7 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town of Milford Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend Article IX, Section 9.020 of the BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
general provisions by deleting the last sentence of the paragraph
and replacing it with the following:
"9.020
The Board shall have five (5) alternate members to be appointed
by the Board of Selectmen for a term of three (3) years each."
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BALLOT VOTE NO. 8
BALLOT VOTE NO. 8 HAS BEEN WITHDRAWN BY THE MILFORD PLANNING BOARD
BALLOT VOTE NO. 9
Are you in favor of Amendment No. 9 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town of Milford Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend Article VIII, Section 8.020 entitled BUILDING PERMITS
by adding a new section as follows:
"8.025 A building permit is not required for the construction of
a storage shed that is 120 sq. ft. or less and does not have
electricity or plumbing. A building permit is required for the
construction of a storage shed greater than 120 sq. ft. or a
storage shed of any size that has electricity or plumbing. It
must meet current requirements for setbacks as per 1986 Town of
Milford Zoning Ordinance.
A building permit is also required for the addition of electricity or
plumbing to any existing storage shed.
To amend the 1986 BUILDING CODE by adding the following section
to the GENERAL CONSTRUCTION PROVISIONS under Commercial or
Public Buildings
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS, Inspection Requirements,
as determined by the local building official.
I. To insure compliance of the building plans that have been
accepted and approved by the Building Department, the following
is required for commercial and industrial buildings:
A. A signed affidavit from the registered architect or
professional engineer whose stamp appears on the accepted
plans stating that the plans meet all applicable building
codes
.
B. A bi-weekly inspection by the same architect or
professional engineer of the project and a signed
affidavit stating that the work completed to date is
in compliance with all applicable building codes.
C. A final inspection by the same architect or
professional engineer of the project and a signed
affidavit stating that the completed work is in
compliance with all applicable building codes.
D. The expense for these inspections shall be
paid by the general contractor of the project.
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PETITION
NOW COME the undersigned, all legal VOTERS of the Town of
Milford, and, pursuant to the authority set forth in NH RSA 675:4
do hereby petition the Board of Selectmen of the Town of Milford
for an amendment to the Zoning Ordinances and Regulations of the
Town of Milford 1986, by deleting Para. 2.010 in Article II in
its entirety, which reads as follows:
2.010 Lots of record in the Hillsborough County
Registry of Deeds at the time of passage of this
ordinance shall be considered to meet the minimum
lot size requirements of this Ordinance.
Said paragraph to be replaced by the following:
2.010 Lots of record in the Hillsborough County
Registry of Deeds on March 11, 1969 shall be
considered to meet the minimum lot size and
frontage requirements of this ordinance.
THE MILFORD PLANNING BOARD RECOMMENDS DISAPPROVAL OF THIS AMENDMENT
PETITION
NOW COME the undersigned, all legal VOTERS of the Town of
Milford and, pursuant to the authority set forth in NH RSA 675:4
do hereby Petition the Board of Selectmen of the Town of Milford
to place the following article on the Warrant for the annual
Town Meeting to be held in 1987:
To see whether the Town will vote to amend the Town of
Milford Zoning Ordinance paragraph 5.042 "ACCEPTABLE USES" by
adding the following to said paragraph:
B. Hotels, motels and inns.
THE MILFORD PLANNING BOARD RECOMMENDS DISAPPROVAL OF THIS AMENDMENT
PETITION
NOW COME the undersigned, all legal VOTERS of the Town of
Milford and, pursuant to the authority set forth in NH RSA 675:4
do hereby Petition the Board of Selectmen of the Town of Milford
to place the following article on the Warrant for the annual Town
Meeting to be held in 1987:
To see whether the Town will vote to change the zoning
classification of Tax Map 5, Lots 125, 126, 128, 132, 133, 139-3
and 139-4 from Residence "R" and Residence "A" to Residence "B".
THE MILFORD PLANNING BOARD RECOMMENDS DISAPPROVAL OF THIS AMENDMENT
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PETITION
NOW COME the undersigned, all legal VOTERS of the Town of Milford
and, pursuant to the authority set forth in NH RSA 675:4 do
hereby Petition the Board of Selectmen of the Town of Milford to
place the following article on the Warrant for the annual Town
Meeting to be held in 1987:
To see whether the Town will vote to amend the Town of
Milford Zoning Ordinance paragraph 5.032 "ACCEPTABLE USES" by
adding the following to said paragraph:
D. Hotels, motels and inns.
THE MILFORD PLANNING BOARD RECOMMENDS DISAPPROVAL OF THIS AMENDMENT
ARTICLE 3
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to
exceed $2,060,000. for the purpose of rehabilitating, constructing and
reusing the existing Milford Town Hall, and South Street Water Works
Building for the purpose of placing all municipal offices within these
structures, said sum to be raised by the issuance of either bonds or
serial notes authorized and issued under and in compliance with the
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (New Hampshire Revised
Statutes Annotated 33.1 et seq., as amended) and to authorize the
Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine
the rate of interest thereon, and to take such other steps as may be
necessary to negotiate such bonds or serial notes as shall be m the
best interests of the Town of Milford, and to the extend that the
Selectmen are capable and deem it appropriate, they may raise such
portions of such sum, by application for appropriate Federal, State or
private funds that may be available and pass any vote relating thereto
ARTICLE 4
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sura not to
exceed $250,000. for the purchase and subsequent razing of two
wooden structures located at the corner of Putnam and Middle Streets
to providing additional down town parking, said sum to be raised by
the issuance of either bonds or serial notes authorized and issued
under and in compliance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance
Act {New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated 33.1 et seq., as
amended) and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such
bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon, and to
take such other steps as may be necessary to negotiate such bonds or
serial notes as shall be in the best interests of the Town of Milford,
and to the extent that the Selectmen are capable and deem it
appropriate, they may raise such^portions of said sum by application
for appropriate Federal, State or private funds that may be available
and pass any vote relating thereto.
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ARTICLE 5
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$123,000. for the purpose of renewing the contract with our current
architect to develop final construction quality plans and
specifications pertaining to electrical, mechanical, and structural
detail for the rehabilitation, constructing and reuse of the existing
Town Hall and South Street Water Works Building, said sum to be raised
by the issuance of either bonds or serial notes authorized and issued
under and in compliance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance
Act (New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated 33.1 et seq., as
amended) and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such
bond or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon, and to
take such other steps as may be necessary to negotiate such bonds or
serial notes as shall be in the best interests of the Town of Milford,
and to the extent that the Selectmen are capable and deem it
appropriate, they may raise such portions of said sum by
application for appropriate Federal, State or private funds
that may be available and pass any vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 6
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$125,000. for the purpose of accomplishing Town Hall deferred
maintenance and life safety items that require immediate attention;
these items include but are not limited to the following, roof truss
structural reinforcing, reroofing, exterior brick cleaning and
pointing, exterior carpentry and painting, chimney rehabilitation,
boiler room insulation, fire sprinklers for critical egress and police
department areas, and additional fire doors; such sum to be raised by
the issuance of either bonds or serial notes authorized and issued
under and in compliance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance
Act (New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated 33.1 et seq., as
amended) and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such
bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon, and to
take such other steps as may be necessary to negotiate such bonds or
serial notes as shall be in the best interests of the Town of Milford,
and to the extent that the Selectmen are capable and deem it
appropriate, they may raise such portions of said sum by application
for appropriate Federal, State or private funds that may be available
and pass any vote relating thereto.
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ARTICLE 7
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$549,000. for the purpose of designing and constructing Storm Sewers
in the Elm Street, Mill Street, Cottage Street, and Johnson Street
areas of Town. Such construction / design services would include but
not be limited to topographic surveys, borings, hydraulic analysis and
system installation, said sum to be raised by the issuance of either
bonds or serial notes authorized and issued under and in compliance
with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (New Hampshire
Revised Statutes Annotated 33.1 et seq., as amended) and to authorize
the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to
determine the rate of interest thereon, and to take such other steps
as may be necessary to negotiate such bonds or serial notes as shall
be in the best interests of the Town of Milford, and pass any vote
relating thereto. (By request of neighborhood residents.)
ARTICLE 8
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$58,000., the Town's share of a $290,000. project to design,
acquire right-of-way, and construct a new bridge over Great Brook,
this to replace the existing bridge on Lincoln Street, said sum to be
raised by the issuance of either bonds or serial notes issued under
and in compliance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act
(New hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated 33.1 et seq., as amended)
and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or
notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon, and to take such
other steps as may be necessary to negotiate such bonds or serial
notes as shall be in the best interest of the Town of Milford, and
pass any vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 9
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$25,000. to undertake remedial action to repair the Railroad Pond
Dam, such repairs having been ordered by the New Hampshire Water
Resources Board or take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 10
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$78,000. to undertake remedial action to repair Hartshorn Pond Dam,
such repairs having been ordered by the new Hampshire Water Resources
Board or take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 11
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate such monies as
may be necessary to defray town charges for the period 1 January, 1987
to 31 December, 1987, or take any other action relative thereto.
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ARTICLE 12
To see whether the Town will vote to authorize the abandonment and
discontinuance of that portion of Old Brookline Road and Union Street
bounded on the north by New Hampshire Route 101 and on the south by
Armory Road and further authorize the Selectmen of the Tov/n of Milford
to convey said property to the current abutting owners, Jonathan H.
and Ann Bohonan on the one side and Thomas F. Moran on the other in
such proportions as the Selectmen deem advisable.
ARTICLE 13
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$50,000. for the removal and replacement of the playing court
surface of the four tennis courts at Keyes Field, or take any other




To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Milford Board of
Selectmen to take appropriate action to remove municipal parking
meters from the Town streets, sell through the sealed bid process said
parking meters and allied equipment and items no longer considered
necessary to Town parking meter operations, and deposit proceeds from
said sale into the General fund, said vote rescind the votes of the
1951 and 1953 Town Meetings relating to parking meters, or take any
other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 15
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the some of
$65,000. in order to install 2700 linear feet of granite curbed
sidewalk on Crosby Street, or take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 16
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$50,000. to be paid into the Capital Reserve Fund authorized for the
purpose of financing the acquisition of fire trucks and the equipping
thereof, or take any other action relative thereto. (By request of the
Board of Firewards.)
ARTICLE 17
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$15,000. for the purpose of contracting with the Nashua Regional
Planning Commission to accomplish the following tasks with regard to a
Milford Transportation Study:
1. To examine the present traffic operating characteristics of
the Milford Oval and the areas that affect it.
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2. To suggest capital improvement alternatives to the present
operating characteristics at the traffic oval as well as its
surrounding area of influence, as defined by this study, in order to
suggest methods for enhancing the operating efficiency of the traffic
oval and the roads inputting to the Oval.
3. To identify additional capital improvements in the Town v;hich
will serve to redirect traffic away from the general area of the Oval,
thereby reducing congestion at this location.
4. To identify areas for the provision of adequate parking to
serve a revitalized central business district of the Town, or take any
other action relative thereto.
5. To study and recommend appropriate traffic signalization or
other safe and efficient access, for emergency vehicle passage into
and from the Milford Oval and its feeder street system.
ARTICLE 18
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$7,600. to be paid into the Capital Reserve Fund authorized for the
purpose of financing the acquisition of ambulances and the equipping
thereof, or take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 19
To see if the Town will vote to add into an established Capital
Reserve Fund pursuant to NH RSA 35:1, for the purpose of
providing funds to defray the cost to revalue the Town, and raise
and appropriate the sum of $70,000. to pay into said fund, or
take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 20
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$25,200. for the purpose of redrafting, standardizing, and enlarging
the Milford tax maps, in preparation for revaluation, or take any
other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 21
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$200,000. to have the Appraisal Division of the New Hampshire
Department of Revenue Administration, or a private firm, as determined
through a sealed bid process, conduct a complete revaluation of
Milford, commencing in 1987 or thereafter, and to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to withdraw principal and accrued interest in the amount
of $140,000. from the Capital Reserve Fund established for this
purpose, and to raise the balance of said sum in the amount of
$60,000. by the issuance of serial notes or bonds authorized and
issued under and in compliance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated 33.1 et seq., as
amended), or take any other action relative thereto.
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ARTICLE 22
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$25,000. to be added to the fund created in accordance with NH RSA
36-A:5, said fund together with any future additions to the same to be
allowed to accumulate from year to year and be available for the
acquisition of property for conservation purposes as the town may
direct in accordance with the provisions of NH RSA 36-A,or take any




To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,000. for the Conservation Commission to continue its work, or
take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 24
To see if the Town will vote to establish town forests pursuant to the
provisions of NH RSA 31:110 by designating and transferring the
following town owned conservation land as town forests: Harlan Burns
Land (Tax Map 7, Lot 93-1); Curtis/Gibbons Land (Tax Map 7, Lots 94 &
(5); SuiBruck/Millimet Land (Tax Map 7, Lots 100-1 and 100-2, and Tax
Map 4, Lots 4 and 4-2; Goodridge Land (Tax Map 4, Lot 4, Lot 11); and
Hitchiner Land (Tax Map 4, Lots 56, 56-1 and 56-2), or take any other
action relative thereto. (By request of the Conservation Commission.)
ARTICLE 25
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Conservation Commission
to manage the town forests in accordance with the provisions of NH RSA
31:112, Section II, and direct all proceeds accruing from the
management of the town forests to be placed in a town forest fund to
be managed by said Commission and utilized for the management of town
forests. Expenditures from the fund shall be made only for the town
forest land including, but not limited to, the following purposes:
forest management, including thinning, pruning, harvesting, planting,
and reforestation; development of town forest lands for multi-use
including outdoor recreation, education, wildlife management and
watershed protection but not for buildings or structures, pavement, or
utility lines, mains or conduit other than that which may be necessary
for drainage or erosion control purposes; boundary surveys and
marking; and preparation of property plans, or take any other action
relative thereto. (By request of the Conservation Commission.)
ARTICLE 26
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$19,500. to purchase a new 1987 Ford rubber tire combination front
end loader/backhoe, this to replace the 1980 Case Loader /Backhoe, and
to authorize the withdrawal of $19,500. from the Federal Revenue




To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$60,800. to purchase a new 1987 Ford dump truck with snow plowing
equipment, radio, and a V Box hydraulic spreader, this to replace th*:
1978 Chevrolet Dump Truck and plow, and to authorize the withdrawal of
$32,671. from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund to apply to this
appropriation, and the balance of $28,129. to be raised and
appropriated by Town funds, said Town appropriation to be reduced by
any additional Revenue Sharing that may become available, or take any
other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 28
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$18,000. to purchase and install a six foot chain link fence around
the West Street Cemetery or take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 29
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2000. for a permanent reward fund that is to be disbursed by the
Board of Selectmen, only to the providers of information that leads to
the arrest and conviction of person or persons damaging any and all
property, fixtures, or other items contained within the boundaries of
any Town property and to further authorize the Selectmen upon approval
of this Article, to insert it into the Budget as an annual expenditure
ARTICLE 30
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000., and authorize the Selectmen to withdraw said sum from the
established Highway Capital Reserve Fund, for the purpose of
resurfacing West Street, beginning at the intersection of Crosby
Street southerly 4,300 linear feet to the intersection of Osgood Road.
ARTICLE 31
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000. to add to the Capital Reserve Fund for the construction
and/or reconstruction of Class IV and Class V Highways, or take any
other action relative thereto.
22
ARTICLE .32
Tc see if the Town of Milford will vote to authorize the Souhegan
Regional Solid Waste District, compromising the Towns of Mont Vernon,
Mollis, Brookline, and Amherst to undertake a pilot study of a septage
composting process at the Milford Waste Water Treatment Facility, and
to eventually construct an expansion of the Milford Wastewater plant
pending E.P.A. funding and to authorize Town Officials to negotiate a
long term agreement with the District on the operation of the
expansion. Said study will be performed by the engineering firi?, of
Duf resne-Henry, currently under contract to the Town. All costs of
said study will be borne by the four towns of the Souhegan Regional
Solid Waste District- The pilot study is a necessary prerequisite to
the awarding of an E.P.A. grant to the four town district. The grant
will be used to expand the Milford Waste Water Treatment Facility
enough to process septage from the four town District. The expansion,
which will include some upgrading of the existing plant, will also not
result in any costs to the Town. (By request of the District and
Nashua Regional Planning Commission.)
ARTICLE 33
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes, if necessary, as provided by the Law
of 1907.
ARTICLE 34
Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72: 1-c which authorize any town
or city to elect not to assess, levy and collect a residence tax?"
ARTICLE 35
Shall the provisions of Chapter 287 of the Revised Statutes Annotated




Shall we authorize the Board of Selectmen to purchase water from
Pennichuck Water Works on an "as needed" basis and appropriate funds
to the Water Department budget to accomplish said purchase. Pennichuck
Water Works is paying the entire cost to extend their water pipes and
interconnect to the Milford Water System. {Vote by Ballot)'.
ARTICLE 37
To see if the Town will vote to authorize withdrawal from the Revenue
Sharing Fund established under the Provisions of the State and Local
Assistance Act of 1972, as amended in 1976 by the second session of
the 94th Congress for use as set-offs against budget appropriations in
the amount indicated; and further to authorize the Selectmen to make
pro-rata reductions in the amounts if estimated entitlements are




To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
make application for, accept and expend on behalf of the town, any and
all grants, aids, gifts or other funds for town purposes which may
now, or hereafter be forthcoming from the United States Government or
from the State of New Hampshire or from any other source, and to apply
said monies to any lawful use, or take any other action relative
thereto.
ARTICLE 39
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the amount of
$2,750. for the annual rental of the White Parking Lot and authorize
the Board of Selectmen to use said lot as parking space for Town Hall
employees, or take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 40
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$435,574. to operate and maintain the Water Department, said
appropriation to be offset by income from the Water Users of an equal
amount, or take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 41
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$732,466. to operate and maintain the Wastewater Treatment Plan, said
appropriation to be offset by income received from a sewer users
charge, or take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 42
"Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:37 for the exemption for the
blind from property tax ? This statute provides that every inhabitant
who is legally blind shall be exempt each year from the property tax
on a residence to the value of $15,000." (By petition)
ARTICLE 43
To see if the Town will vote to establish a trust fund for the provision
of liability and settlements (self-insurance fund) as provided in RSA
31:19-a, such trust to be funded with the payment of $10,000. from
general tax revenues, such trust to be on the following conditions:
that this trust is to be utilized solely and entirely in insurance
cases as cost offsets to deductible amounts not allowed in claims and
is to be managed solely in the discretion of the Selectmen.
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ARTICLE 44
To see if the Town will vote to establish a trust fund for the
provision of funding critical, but not budgeted, items that are safety
or health and welfare related as provided in RSA 31:19-?i, such trust
to be funded with the payment of $25,000. from general tax revenues,
such trust to be on the following conditions: no expenditure of funds
can be made from this trust without there first being a one week
public comment period to provide input to the Selectraen who are the
managers of this trust.
ARTICLE 45
To see if the Town will vote to establish a trust fund for the
provision of maintenance and care of cemeteries and burial lots as
provided in RSA 31:19-a, such trust to be funded from accumulated
income of the Cemetery Perpetual Care Trust Funds, such trust to be
subject to the following conditions: expenditures of these is to
managed solely in the discretion of the Trustees of the Trust Funds.
ARTICLE 46
To see if the Town will vote to establish a trust fund for the
provision of funding a Town planning process for the 200th birthday
celebration of Milford in the year 1994 as provided in RSA 31:19-a,
such trust to be funded with a payment of $1,500. from general tax
revenues, such trust to be subject to the following conditions: such
funds are to be managed by the Selectmen and the Milford Bicentennial
Committee and can only be expended by authorization of both bodies.
ARTICLE 47
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$60,000. for repairs and improvements to reconstruct a 900 1ft section
of McGettigan Road southerly from the Milford - Wilton town line. This
reconstructed section of road is to be paved twenty feet in width with
four foot gravel shoulders and is to include cross-pipe culverts and a
nine inch stone rip rap ditch along the entire length of the east side
of the roadway. ( By petition.)
ARTICLE 48
To see if the voters of the Town of Milford will raise and
appropriate the sum of $9,400. for a part-time ANIMAL CONTROL




To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of N.H. RSA 149-
I, which relates to sewers, or take any other action relative thereto.
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ARTICLE 50
To see if the Town vzill vote to instruct the Town's Representatives to
the Court to take all necessary measures to insure that no low level
radioactive waste from the Seabrook nuclear plant shall be stored or
disposed of within this Town of Milford unless and until the proposed
site of the proposed storage or disposal has bee approved by the
voters of the Town at the annual Town Meeting by written ballot, or
take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 51




REVISED FEBRUARY 24. 19 8 7
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF M I L F R D N.H
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 1987 to December 31,
TS87
Date February 20. 1987,
R.S.A., Chap. 31, Sect. 95. Immediately upon the close of the fiscal year the budget committee In towns
where such committees exist, otherwise the selectmen, shall prepare a budget on blanks prescribed by the
Department of Revenue Administration. Such budget shall be posted with the town warrant and shall t>e printed
in the town report at least one week before the date of the town meeting.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
27















1 Town Officers Salary 33,500 34.208.00 33,650
2 Town Officers Expenses 121,516 122,011.28 140,414
3 Election and Registration Expenses 6.530 -6,111.78 6.730
4 Cenneteries 50,119 52,416.98 52,065
5 General Government Buildings - Town Buildings 75,888 76.888.15 59.441
6 Reappraisal of Property - Assessing Dept. 17,450 15.278.53 36.576
7 Planning and Zoning 33,569 30,651.39 56,029
8 Legal Expenses 37,000 16,076.00 27,000
9 Aa«»«)SHJCj5a«isP«€^K»aWa€»8iaK<»i Board of Adjustment 7,163 4,085.13 3,200
10 Contingency Fund
11 Audit and Accounting 8,000 8,100.00 10,700
12 Property and Liability Insurance 150,000 146,171.45 179,500
13 Data Processing 10,364
14
PUBLIC SAFETY
15 Police Department 416,228 417,117.13 572,066
16 Fire Department 96,966 90,530.79 134,220
17 Civil Defense 6,946 10,325.64 3,964
18 Building Inspection 41,899 41,042.58 36,743
19 Trustees of Trust Funds 1,850 2,063.00 2,000
20 Communications Center 61,905 60,750.26 71,679
21
22
HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
23 "6c»m4BtaBHtejaHisDecxx Highway Oiling 35,971 7,924.33 See Une 1^35
24 QioaetaiiifQhwafiDepaHKssRi&xfiensBS July Storm Damage 113,234.92 0":
25 Street Lighting 47,000 46,076.24 54,725
26 Public Works Administration 62,606 60,175.81 65,294
27 Highway Maintenance - Summer 67,536 75,340.72 See Line ^35
28 Highway Maintenance - Winter 158.921 172,502.00 See Line #35
29 V^ter Dept. - Hydrant Rental 30.300 30.300.00 84.500
30 w'ater Deot. - Wilton Water Works 1.050 1.050.00 1.050
SANITATION
31 Solid Waste Disposal
32 Garbage Removal - Transfer Station 424.167 438,436.37 588.462
33 Sewer Maintenance 36.509 36.958.61
34 Sewer Construction 5.000 4,420.73 ,
43,987
35 Highways, Streets, Bridges 453.334
36
HEALTH
37 Health Department 8,230 5,456.u7 8.550
38 }t3oepk9dstitR!(J:ARrioulaRfie6 Ambulance Service 39.115 36,765.85 59.375
39 Animal Control
40 Vital Statistics 250 269.00 250




44 General Assistance - Town Poor 26,000 13,054.28 22,665
45 Old Age Assistance 10.000 5,754.66


















49 Library 151,454 151.454.00 156.462
50 Parks and Recreation 47,613 49.146.43 58.741
51 Patriotic Purposes _ yi^mnr-i ^^ n^y 1,700 1.260.79 1.700
52 Conservation Commission
53 Band Concert*? 4.000 \,7LL rtf. 4.500
54 Civic Promotion -0- -0- 4.500
55 Planning and Developing -0- -0- 6.183
56
DEBT SERVICE
57 Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes 391,384 391.383.33 477.050
58 Interest Expense • Long-Term Bonds & Notes 336.804 •^?fi,ftn-i 9s 390. S53
59 Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation Notes 40,000 83.183.34 40.000





64 Sidewalk Construction 4,661 4.383.52 See Line #35
65 Dog and Auto Fees -0- 632.50 -0-
66 Interest on Tax Abatements -0- 1.874.53 -0-
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
67 Payments to Capital Reserve Funds:
68
69
70 Special Warrant Articles 1986: see sched#70 3,0in,m7 2,526,376.59 -0-
71
72 Special Warrant Articles 1987 Proposed - -0- -0- '^,^Qe.•(\tin
73 See Schedule #72
74
75 Special Warrant Articles 1986: Earmarked to 198" ^T5-lftfi.7n
MISCELLANEOUS
76 Municipal Water Department
77 Municipal Sewer Department
78 Municipal Electric Department
79 FICA. ftattcaDaanlARanaJDfaSQntQbi^iieBSt 52.618 53.581.82 72.094
80 Insurance - Group Health 81.095 80.360.19 97.081
81 Unemployment Compensation 3.500 3.667.25 3,500
82 Police Pension 32,946 24.198.56 25.-^64
83 Employee Retirement 12,260 4.350.28 21.324
84 Workmen's Compensation Fund 48.048 47,756.66 48.048
85 TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 6,337.304 6,380.891.48 9,433,873
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Taxes (Line 133]
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School and County Taxes)
$6,647,105
$2,786,768
BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF MILFC)RD ,N.H.



















86 Resident Taxes 50.000 57,7Rn nn 53.000
87 National Bank Stock Taxes -0- -0- -0-
88 Yield Taxes 7,100 7,170.20 7,100
89 Interest and Penalties on Taxes 63,000 70,705.54 72.000
90 liBtaolacyd^tttflBi** Resident Tax Penalties 1.100 1,290.84 1.400
91 Current Land Use 6.470 6.470. no so,nnn
92 Boat Tax 2.300 ?,0]'^.R() -? ,-^00
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES • STATE
93 Shared Revenue - Block Grant 170,123 170,123.00 170,123
94 Highway Block Grant 95,706 95.705.99 111.996
95 Railroad Tax 4 3.70 4
96 State Aid Water Pollution Project 247,082 247.082.00 241.400
97 Reinnb. a/c State-Federal Forest Land 22 17.22 17
98 Other Reimbursenrtents











1 08 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 550,000 704,951.65 650.000
109 Dog Licenses 2,500 2.605.60 2.700





114 Income from Departments See Schedule #114 343,043 444,064.50 447.847
1 1 5 Rent of Town Property 9.000 9,969.29 12.000





1 20 Interest of Deposits 76.000 130.106.24 95.000
1 21 Sale of Town Property 3.000 3.659.00 ^.700





126 Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes 1.603.000 1.603,000.00 3.225.000
127 Income from Water and Sewer Departments Schedule #127 932.249 923.838.46 1.225.847
128 Withdrawal from Capital Reserve 40.000 -0- 160.000
129 Revenue Sharing Fund See Schedule #129 85,770 85,501.26 52.171
130 Fund Balance 142,632 318,189.10 -0-
131
132





Special Warrant Articles 1986












1 Ton Dump Truck
J Ton Pickup Truck
Industrial Pretreatment Program
Garage Lift
Repairs to Hlllsboro Mills Bridge
Removal of Asbestos
Painting and Repairs - Town Hall
Class IV and V Highways - Cap. Reserve
WWTP Equipment Operator
Water Plpe/Forsyth Well
Audit - Revenue Sharing
Souhegan Valley Assoc /Handicapped
Nashua Community Mental Health
Milford Regional Counseling
St. Joseph Community/Meals on Wheels
Labor Day Parade
Nashua Regional Planning Commission









Secretary to the Planning Board/Board
of Adjustment/Building Inspector
New Crossing Guard































































































Special Warrant Articles Proposed for 1987
Town Hall/South Street Station Renovations
Parking Space Land/Bulldlng Purchase
Architect Contract
Tovm Hall Safety Program
West/Mlll/Cottage Storm Sewers
Lincoln Street Bridge
Railroad Pond Dam Repairs
Hartshorn Pond Dam Repairs
Keyes Field Tennis Court Repairs
Crosby Street Curblngi
Fire Truck Capital Reserve
Nashua Regional Planning Commission Parking Study
Ambulance Capital Reserve
Revaluation of Town Capital Reserve




Dump Truck with Plow, V Box Spreader
West Street Cemetery Fencing
West Street Vandallsln Reward
Resurface West Street - Highway Capital Reserve w/d
Class IV and V Highway Capital Reserve
Audit - Revenue Sharing
White Parking Lot
Water Department Offset
Wastewater Treatment Plant - Offset
Trust Fund For Self-Insurance
Trust Fund - Safety, Health, Welfare


















































Highway Maintenance - Summer






























































































STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE











(Please correct name and address label, including ZIP Code)
Data supplied in this report will be used by the New
Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration, State
Agencies and public interest groups, by the Office of
Revenue Sharing, and by the U.S. Bureau of the Census.
Effective with this reporting year, your town will no longer
receive Census Bureau forms F-21 A, RS-9C or RS-9D.





State of New Hampshire






1 . Property taxes current year — 1986
Amount — Omit cents
6,835,181
2. Property taxes — collected in advance
3. Resident taxes — current year 1986 52,780
4. Resident taxes — collected in advance
5. ^^as»}6XDa«a5«K»X^XXX«)©5KSe«09eK Boat Taxes 2,428
6. Yield taxes — current year — 1986 7.170
7. Property and yield taxes — previous years 811,684
8. Resident taxes — previous years 9,470
9. Land use change tax — current and prior years 6.470
10. Interest received on delinquent taxes 71.723
11. Penalties — resident taxes 1,153
12. Tax sales redeemed 87,658
1 3. Total taxes coliectad and ramlttad
7,885,717
B. LICENSES AND PERMITS
1. Motor vehicle permit fees 704,^37
2. Dog licenses
3. Business licenses, permits and filing fees
2.606




REVENUES - ALL FUNDS
A. FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
1 . Revenue sharing grants 18 $




B. FROM THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
1. Shared revenue 17 $ 489,935
2. Highway block grant
3. Railroad tax
95.706
4. State aid water pollution projects
5. Reimbursable account State — Federal forest land
247,082
17





ALL FUNDS - Contlnuod
C. FROM OTHER LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
Reimbursements from other local governments
Amount — Omit cents
39 $
FUNDS (Exclude transferal
1 . Water supply system charges A91 $
2. Electric utility charges A92
3. Sewer charges ABO 3,151
4. Garbage-refuse collection charges A81 223,691
S. Parks and recreation charges A6I
6. Airport charges A01
7. Parking charges A60 23,895 I
8. Sale of cemetery lots A03 1
9. Rent of town property Aa9 9,969 1
10. Payments in lieu of taxes — other governments 39
11. Payments in lieu of taxes — nongovernmental sources U99
12. Other sales and service charges A89 147,502 1
13. Total ^ 408,208
M^IMMi MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES -ALL
FUNDS {Exclude transfers)
1 . Sale of town property U11 3.659
2. Special assessments U01 1
3. Interest on investments U20 147,178 1
A.'^Rents and royalties U40
5. Withdrawals from capital reserve funds U08
6. Other miscellaneous revenue U99 22.958 I
173,795
FUNDS (Exclude transfers)
1. Proceeds of long term notes U04
2. Proceeds of bond issues U05 1.195.000 1
3. Other financing sources - Attach schedule U07
1,195.000




1. Tax anticipation notes
2. Loans in anticipation of bond issues U09
3. Loans in anticipation of long term notes U03
4. Loans in anticipation of Federal aid U12
5. Loans in anticipation of State aid U13
6. Yield tax security deposits U14 796
7. Other nonrevenue receipts — Attach schedule U1S 308.361
8. Total ^ 2,659,157
13,995,203
10. CASH ON HAND JANUARY 1,1986 UI8 1,309,037
15,304.240
FORM MS'SnowNi i9 5'86i Page 2
36
JWI'ilW PYPFMPITIIRgS ALL PUMPS












1. Financial administration 147,237 56,710
2. Judicial and legal
16,076




6. Reappraisal of property
15,279
6. Planning and zoning
55,205
7. Election and registration
6,112
8. Advertising and regional association
9. Housing and community development
10. Contingency fund
B. PUBLIC SAFETY
1. Police department 417,117
2. Fire department 92,630 26,378
3.-dyil defense 10,326




C. HIGHWAYS, STREETS, BRIDGES
1. Town maintenance 264,267 55,070










1 . Solid waste disposal
438,436









POHM MS SdOWNl |9 5-861 Paoa3
37
'
•JWI'JIB EXPENDITURES ALL FUNDS-
Continued
(Report payments to other govemmertta In part XI only}

















3. Medical vendor payments
£74

























1 , Principal-utility long term bonds and notes
200
2.->P(incipal— other long term bonds and notes
201
391,383




4. Interest on water utility debt
191
6. Interest on electric utility debt
192
:
6. Interest-tax anticipation notes
199
66,210
7. Interest-other temporary loans
189
'' •',•
, T • , , „ n •
' 8. Fiscal charges on debt
E23
16,973
1. OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
1 . Payments to capital reserve funds
206
50,000









2. Water utility depreciation
207




4. Electric utility depreciation
208
K. MISCELLANEOUS





'' 3. Unemployment compensation
1,172
FORM MS SITOWNI (9'6-e6) Page 4
38
m.rmmm pypfmoitures all pumim - M9M€9n0no9 buoQ#t it#m Capital outlay
Contlnuad



















1 . Payments - tax anticipation note*
'**
2,350,000
2. Taxes bought by town
206,463
3. Oiscounu, abatemenu, refunds
. 85,359





Payments to Lien Holders 213 4,963
1
6. Refund and payment — yield tax escrow
214
2,148






::w''.:"S|5j;-;?iV;:: ;';,•• ;;:? •.::,:;:>;: ;,;;;•





Other - Specify -^








13. Crossing Guard 2,172
G F
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M. PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL DIVISIONS
1 . To State — dog license and marriage licenses 346
2. Taxes paid to county 504,381
3. Payments to precincts 406,472
4. To school district 1 985 ( ); 1 986 ( ) 4,694,387
5. Total payments for all purposes J 12,003,292 $ 528,578
6. Cash on hand 12/31/86 (6/30/87) 2, 772', 370
7. GRAND TOTAL 1') . 'in4 . ?4n H 14,775,662 J 528,5782 11 BONDS AND LONG TERM NOTES AUTHORIZED-UNISSUED










•.maiKW grupniii c nc i niura tcpm iiur>cnTcnMccc
(As of December 31,1 986 or June 30, 1 987)










water Main - Phase I











6. Total long tarnr> notes outstanding
752,200












4. FHA Sewer Bond construction 3.485.000
6. Total bonds outstanding 5,535,000
TOTAL LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS - 12/31/86 or 6/30/87 - Sum ofHnt A6 and B6
6,287,200
* Use code "S" for sewer bonds: "W" for water t>onds; "G" for general purpose l)onds.
FORM MS-5IT0WNI 19 5-861 Page 6
40




at the beginning of
this fiscal year
(a)















5,483,583 1,195,000 391.383 6,287,200
Short-term (TAN's) debt outstanding at beginnirig of fiscal year
61V
-0-





Report payments made to the State or other local governments on a r«imburs«m«nt or cost-sharing
















Report here the total salaries and wages paid to all employees of your city before deductions for social
security, retirement, etc. Include also salaries and wages paid to employees of any utility owned and
operated by your government, as well as salaries and wages of city employees charged to construction
projects. These amounts may be taken form the W3 form filed by your government for the year ended
December 31, 1986.
BWrnTT rARH AMniMVCCTIUICIUTgATCIUnr^BTUIgCiCr'AI VCAQ
J 1,302,287
Type of asset Held in bond construction funds
la)
Held in all other funds
(b)
CASH AND DEPOSITS - Cash on hand, CD's, time,
checking and savings deposits. 2,772,370
FEDERAL SECURITIES - Obligations of U.S. Treasury,
(Include short-term notes.} and Federal Financing Bank.
OTHER SECURITIES - Bonds, notes, mortgages
not included above. Exclude value of real property.
FORM MS-&ITOWNI 19-5-861 Paoe?
41
1
Report proposed and actual expenditures (omit CMita) of General Revenue Sharing funds
in columns A and B. DO NOT INCLUDE expenditures made from any other sources.




























027 028 029 030
3. Libraries
035 036 037 038
4. Social services
043 044 045 046
6. Hospitals



















099 100 101 102
n. Sewerage
107 108 109 110
1 2. Other sanitation
115 116 117 118
1 3. Parks and recreation
123 124 126 126
1 4. Utility systems —
Specify type -j
147 148 149 150
16. Interest on general
debt
139 141
16. Payment of principal
on debt
171 172
17. All other - Specify -3 163 164 165 166
Remarks








Give value on basis of cost. Ifno records have been kept, make careful
inventory and appraisal of all property belonging to the town.
FAIR MARKET VALUE
Value
la. Town hall, lands and buildings
1.100,000
b. Furniture and equipment
210.000
2«. Libraries, lands and buildings
410,000
b. Furniture and equipment
350,000
3«. Police Department, lands and buildings
b. Equipment
c. Parking meters
4«. Fire Department, lands and buildings 280,000
b. Equipment
35,000




c. Materials and supplies
6. Parks, commons and playgrounds 201,500
7. Water supply facilities, if owned by town 147,000
8. Electric light plant, if owned by town
9. Sewer plant and facilities, if owned by town 3,608,000
10. Schools, lands and buildings, equipment
11. Airports, if owned by town
1 2. All lands and buildings acquired through tax collector's deeds — Give assessed valuation





13. All other property and equipment — Give description
TfTTAL ^^^ Market Value 6,651,500









201 All funds in custody of treasurer (See instructions — Attach supporting schedule} 2.719,798




206 TOTAL CASH 2.772.370 1 1





212 Total capital raaarva fund* 171,642 1 1
213 Accounts dua to the town
214 Due from State







222 Other bills due town
223 Lien for the elderly (R.S.A. 72:38-A) (Offsets similar liability account)








232 Tote! account* dua to the towrt 26,172 1 1
233 Unredeemed taxes — From tax sale on account of —
234 (a) Levy of 1985 187,243
235 (b) Levy of 1984 20,811
236 (c) Levy of 1983 2,048
237 (d) Previous years 799
23P Total unradoomad taaaa 210.901
1
239 Uncollected taxes — Including all taxes
240 (a) Levy of 1986 866,056
241 (b) Levy of 1985 98
242 (c) Levy of 1 934 1,206
243 (d) Previous years
244 (e) Uncollected sewer rents assessments (Offset similar liability account)
245 Total uncollactad taxaa 867,360 !
246 Total asset* - Sum of lines 206+ 212 + 232 + 238 + 24B 4,048,445
247 Fund balance-cuiruiit drficit (Excess of liabilities over assets)
{
248 GRAND TOTAL- Sum of lines 246 and 247 4.048.445 1
249 Fund balance - December 31, 1985 (June 30, 1986) 318,189
250 Fund balance - December 31,1 986 (June 30, 1 987) 562.838
251 Change in financial condition 244.649











































Accounts owed by the town
Bills outstending
Unexpended balances of special appropriations — Attach schedule
303 Unexpended balances of bond and note funds — Attach schedule
Sewer fund
Parking meter fund
Unexpended revenue sharing funds
Unexpended law enforcement assistance funds
Unexpended State highway subsidy funds
Performance guarantee (bond) deposits
Uncollected sewer rents/assessments (Offsets similar asset account)
Due to Lienholders
Due to Communication Center
Due to State
Dog license fees collected — Not remitted
Miscellaneous payroll withholdings
Yield tax deposits (Escrow account)
County taxes payable
Precincts taxes payable
School districtis) tax(es) payable











Other liabilities — Attach schedule
Property taxes collected in advance















State and town joint highway construction accounts
(a) Unexpended balance in State treasury
(b) Unexpended balance in town treasury





Capital reserve funds (Offsets similar asset account)
347 Total capital f»rnm funds 171.642
348 Total llabiitlas - Sum of line* 337 +342 +347
349 Fund balance — Current surplus (Excess of assets over liabilities) 562,838
350
351
352 GRAND TOTAL - Sumofllnea 348 end 349 4.048.445T
NOTEI Do not include outstanding long term irnJebtedness among liabilities on this page. Such debt must be reported on pages 6 and 7.
FORM MS SITOWNl 19 5 861 Page 1
1
45
MS - 5 SCHEDULE MILFORD
Part III Charges for Services





Highway Malnt - Summer












Part IV Miscellaneous Revenue








Part VI Non - Revenue Receipts
Line 7 - Other non-revenue receipts
Trustees of Trust Funds - Perpetual care
Relnbursement from Sewer Users - Sewer Const.
Reimbursement from Water Dept. - Principal Int
Reimbursement from Sewer Users - Insurance
Reimbursement from Communication Center








Part VI Non - Revenue Receipts
Line 10 Cash on Hand January 1, 1986






M S 5 SCHEDULE MILFORD
Part VII - Expenditures
Payments to Other Governmental Divisions
Line 3 Payments to proceeds
Water hydrant rental 30,300





Cash on Hand as of January 1, 1986 1,242,198
Received from Tax Collector 7,885,568
Received from Town Clerk 707,173
Received from State of NH 888,214
Received from Selectmen 498,670
Investment Income 142,340
Proceeds - Tax Anticipation Notes 2,350,000
Proceeds - Bonds 1,195,000
Interfund Transfers 244,999
Interfund Loan Repayment 203,726
Increase in Yield Tax Deposits Held 796






Selectmen's Orders Paid 12,834,762
Disbursement of Escrow Funds 2,148
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS 12,836,910









5 1985 Dog Licenses Issued $ 6.85
565 1986 Dog Licenses Issued 2281.50
5 1986 Kennel Licenses Issued 145.00
1986 Penalties Collected 140.00
9 Extra Tags Issued ®.25 2.25
Dog Fines Assessed & Collected 60.00
Paid Town Treasurer: $ 2635.60
AUTO ACCOUNT






























Wilfred A. Leduc, Town Clerk
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TO: 1986 Property Tax Levy $ 7,682,938.38
TO: 1986 Added Property Taxes 2,773.28
TO: 1986 Current Use Tax Levy 7,620,00
TO: 1986 Yield Tax Levy 7,215.60
TO: 1986 Boat Taxes Collected 2,428.45
TO: 1986 Interest Collected 11,272.28
7,714,247.99
CR.
By Cash Paid Town Treasurer:
Property Taxes 6,835,181.15




By Property Taxes Abated 7,620.32
By Property Taxes Abated (Blind Exemption) 8,724.60
By Property Taxes Uncollected Jan. 1,1987 853,610.59
By Yield Taxes Uncollected Jan. 1,1987 45.40
By Current Use Taxes Uncollected Jan. 1, 1987 1,150.00
By Overpayment of Taxes (Refunded) ( 19,425.00)
$7,714,247.99
DR.
TO: 1986 Resident Tax Levy 58,630.00
TO: 1986 Resident Taxes Added (1177) 11,770.00
TO: 1986 Resident Tax Penalties 223.00
70,623.00
CR.
By Cash Paid to Town Treasurer:
Resident Taxes 52,780.00
Penalties Collected 223.00
By Resident Taxes Abated 6,370.00
By Resident Taxes Uncollected Jan. 1,1987 11,250.00
$70,623.00
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REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR
SUMMARY OF WARRANTS
Dr.
To 1985 Property Taxes Uncollected 1/1/86 811,569.74
To 1985 Yield Taxes Uncollected 1/1/86 98.00
To 1985 Interest Collected 45,100.05
856,767.79
Cr.
By Cash Paid Town Treasurer:
Property Taxes 811,684.26
Property Interest 45,096.09
Yield Tax Interest 3.96
By Property Taxes Abated 229.56
By Yield Taxes Uncollected 98.00
By Overpayment of Taxes (refunded) (344.08]
856,767.79
Dr.
To 1984 Yield Taxes Uncollected 01-01-86 1,205.68
Cr.
By Yield Taxes Uncollected 01-01-87 1,205.68
Dr.
To 1985 Resident Taxes Uncollected 01/01/86 10,260.00
To 1985 Resident Taxes Added 2,970.00
To 1985 Penalties Collected 925.00
14,155.00
Cr.
By Cash Paid to Treasurer:
Resident Taxes 9,420.00
Penalties Collected 925.00
By Resident Taxes Abated 3,810.00
14,155-00
Dr. ===========
To 1984 Resident Taxes Uncollected 01-01-86 70.00
To 1984 Resident Taxes Added 30.00
To 1984 Resident Taxes Penalties Collected 5.00
105.00
Cr.
By Cash Paid to Town Treasurer:
Resident Taxes 50.00
Penalties Collected 5.00
By Resident Taxes Abated 50.00
105.00
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALE ACCOUNT
Dr.
1985 1984 1983 1982 1981 1980





56,224.62 15,686.62 2,514.05 1,601.06 701.33
Interest Collected
After Sale
994.05 5,234.60 5,476.46 846.34 1,105.87 1,104.06
Redemption
Costs 860.60 324.90 207.20 7.60 3.80 3.70
Refunded 304.16












187,242..79 20,,810.71 2,048.03 799.30




To 1986 Tax Warrant Levies 463,165.24
To 1985 Uncollected Taxes 1/1/86 60,589.82
To 1986 Interest Billed 1,819.92
525,574.98
Cr. ============
By Cash Paid to Treasurer:
Sewer Users Taxes 462,571.68
Interest Collected 2,090.34
By Sewer Users Taxes Uncollected 1/1/87 60,418.00
By Sewer Interest Billed Uncollected 1/1/87 494.96
525,574.98
RECAPITULATION













The Report on the Examination of Financial Statements of the Town of
Milford is not in a state of completion at this time.
It is our understanding that this report and the letter of recommendations
will be completed and in the Selectmen's Office by June 15, 1987. The report
will be available for review by the general public at that time.
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The unusual wet summer required continual mowing of the five ceme-
teries and the numerous parks.
In Riverside Cemetery, work is progressing, developing a new sec-
tion which will provide over a hundred new lots for sale.
Vandalism was again a serious problem in West St. Cemetery. 81
monuments were pushed over, many of which were damaged. The cost to
reset and repair amounted to $2,960. This caused the over-expenditure
in this account.
New cemetery rates became effective May 1st. This will increase
the cost of purchasing lots. Perpetual Care and other services
performed.
In December, Joseph Pezzullo, the Cemetery foreman for the past
thirteen years retired. James Mackie, who has worked for the Department
of Public Works for about three and one half years, has assumed the
foreman's position.
The general feeling is that the Cemetery crew does an out-stan-




Tools and Equipment 1,705.33
Repairs to Other Equipment 2,719.89
Tree Work 1,202.00
Gas and Oil 805.46
Truck Repairs 144.13
Uniforms 925.35































$200.00 Ralph Bentley $100.00
800.00 Arthur Charron 200.00
50.00 Mrs. R. Kronzak 100.00
50.00 Jerone Forbes 200.00
100.00 John Bellew 100.00
400.00 Gaetana D'Amato 100.00
400.00 Harold Armstrong
150.00 & Frank Plant 400.00
250.00 Bartoiomi Settimo 400.00
200.00 Charles Bent 400.00
200.00 Carl Talbot 400.00
400.00 Victor Fraser 200.00
100.00 William Nilsen 150.00
50.00 Fred Noon 100.00
200.00 Preston Felch 250.00
120.00 Paul Nichols 300.00
150.00 Rock Comstock, Jr. 150.00
300.00 John Metcalfe 100.00
107.00 Roger Brown 300.00
300.00 Richard Yergeau 150.00
75.00 Bruce Nixon 300.00
300.00 Abraham Dunham 300.00
300.00
FLOWER FUND
Louella Elliott $ 300.00
John Darliels 1,000.00
Edith I. Troop 600.00
RIVERSIDE LOT FUND












Loam, Seed, etc. $3,771.42
Equipment Rental 1,972.50





Hot top leveling was done on Mason, McGettigan and Federal Hill
Road.
With the department's busy work load repairing washouts resulting
from storm damage, we were unable to do our proposed oiling program.
The unexpended balance will help offset over-expended amounts in other
accounts.
In 1987 this appropriation will be included as part of the High-











The Highway crew attends to street cleaning, maintaining gravel
roads, patching, line painting, roadside mowing, equipment maintenance
and other related maintenance tasks.
Drainage - Additional catchbasins and drain pipe was added on North
River Road and in conjunction with the Library project on Nashua Street.
Trash Removal - The department, as in previous years, designated two
days in April when crews picked up resident trash accumulations provi-
ding it was left at the curb. Inmates of the Hillsborough County
Correction facility picked up trash along roadsides. This was a service
offered by the County government.
New Roads - Several new roads will be completed, ready for acceptance by
the Town in 1987. These are Boulder Drive, Brookview Drive, Brookview
Court, James Street, Crestwood Lane, extensions of Westchester Drive,
Wellesley Drive, Radcliffe Drive, Georgetown Drive, Meadowbrook Drive,
Arcacia Lane, Edgewood Street, Sycamore Road and Larch Road. These new
roads will add another 3.2 miles to the road inventory. The road
maintenance budget will have to be increased in the future in order to
maintain these additional roads.
Garage - Most all of the D.P.W. equipment repairs and all of the equip-
ment maintenance is done by the department's full time mechanic. Police
cruisers are serviced, light repairs are attended to at this facility.
The addition of the floor lift has been a big help.
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storm Damage - On July twenty-nineth, Milford and several adjacent towns
to our southwest were hit with a storm that deposited about 7" of rain
in about four hours. Substantial damage to roads occurred. The over-
expenditure in this account was due to additional town labor required
for these storm related repairs.
This appropriation in 1987 will be included in the Highways,




Gas, Diesel, Oil and Lube 4,089.83
Equipment Parts & Supplies 2,358.86
Tires 1,221.11
Truck Repairs 1,280.43
Repairs to Other Equipment 4,092.72
Radios and Repairs 817.85
Materials 1,719.35
Uniforms 1,432.45
Traffic Signals - Electricity 2,312.27






The month with the greatest accumulation of snow was November,
15.1", it was also November in 1985 that recorded the most snow for a
single month in a calendar year.
Snowfall for the year totaled 51.7" about 7" more than the previous
year. The average for our area is 70". Storms frequently occurred on
weekends, this increases the cost of road maintenance substantially.
Plows were dispatched on 21 separate occasions, sand and salt
trucks on 78 occasions.
During periods of good weather trees were trimmed on Elm Street,
Union Street, Whitten Road, Armory Road and Federal Hill Road. Repairs
were made to the Salt Storage Shed. Sign work and winter road patching
was attended to.
On January twenty-seventh a period of heavy rain occurred. With the
Souhegan River frozen serious flooding resulted at the Elm Street Mobile
Home Trailer Park. The D.P.W. assisted local Civil Defense, Fire and
Police with the emergency evacuation operation.
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Many favorable comments have been received and your Director of
Public Works agrees that the D.P.W. crew be complimented for the good





Gas, Diesel, Oil and Lube
Equipment Parts & Supplies
Truck Repairs




























SNOWFALL IN MILFORD, N.H. CALENDAR YEAR 1986
Reported by Andrew E. Rothovius
National Weather Service Co-operative Observer




















































Traces (less than .1 inch) fell on February 23, March 15, April 6,
May 4, November 6 and December 29.
The year's total was close to two-thirds of the long-term annual
average of 70 inches for the Souhegan Valley, but was rather strangely
distributed, with a fourth of the total falling in mid-November, at a
time when in most years we have not even had our first light snow of the
season.
There were no storms of really major proportions, in terms of
snowfall depth; but during the first half of the year there was a
strange tendency for snow to occur on weekends. Between January 5 and
March 9, there were five occasions when plowing had to be done on a




Maintenance of grounds is basically mowing and in the fall raking.
This is handled by both the Cemetery and Highway crew.
Keyes Field - The three ball fields were limed and fertilized. Mainte-
nance and repairs of the pool and equipment were attended to by regular
Public Work's personnel. The two basketball backboards and hoops were
replaced. The baseball field backstop was replaced with a new chain
link unit. This was possible with a donation of $3,250.00 from the
Keyes Memorial Foundation, Standard Fence Company of Manchester, was the
contractor.
Parks - Trees on the Oval, Emerson Park and in Bicentennial Park were
trimmed. Maple trees at Keyes were fertilized.
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Labor $31 ,899.28
Materials-P.W. Maint. 1 ,653.90
Oval Christmas Tree Lighting
and Decorations 476.23
Expenses-Keyes Recreation 504.79
Expenses-Keyes Pool 2 ,176.54
Repairs & Maintenance to Pool 5 ,641.03
Electricity 2 ,458.88





Sewer Users Fee 44.85
Tree Work 1 ,008.00





Over-Expended $ 1 ,533.43
KEYES SUMMER RECREATION PROGRAM
This year's program was divided into two segments - tennis
lessons in the morning and activities in the afternoon.
I held adult tennis lessons two nights a week for four weeks. I
did not have a second session because there weren't enough adults inter-
ested. Lessons for the younger children went well and they seemed to
enjoy it very much. There were three sessions and each session was
always filled.
In the afternoon the recreation were such things as: Dodge
ball, archery, kickball, relay races, volleyball, street hockey and a
trip to Canobie Lake Park. Arts & Crafts was a big success with chil-
dren of all different ages. The kids seemed to enjoy this the best
which I held twice a week and would have liked to have it every day.
Overall, I feel the recreation went well but wish more children





This year the swimming program at Keyes Pool consisted of swim-
ming lessons, swim team, free swim and family swim.
This past summer swimming lessons were conducted between 9:00
a.m. and 12:00 p.m. There were seven certified Water Safety Instructors
and one assistant instructor teaching lessons. Classes ranged from the
beginner level to advanced lifesaving. Since the swimming program at
Keyes is a Red Cross program, children under six years of age were not
allowed to enroll in the beginners course. To accommodate this problem,
a novice class consisting of five year olds was added to the program.
The pre- beginner class was another new addition to the summer schedule.
This class was constructed to divide the beginner class into smaller
sections which would reduce many of the obstacles that beginning swim-
mers encounter. However, this program is only recognized by the Nashua
Red Cross Chapter. Three sessions, each consisting of three weeks, were
held this past summer. Three hundred and fifty children participated in
the program. Many of these children were involved in more than one
session. On the average, 175 students passed through the program each
session. Due to Milford's growth, there may be a need for junior guards
to assist Water Safety Instructors within the next few years.
The Keyes Swim Team competed against ten local teams such as
Amherst Country Club, Jasper Valley and Baboosic Lake. Persons ages 6-
18 participated in individual and relay events at each meet. Practice
sessions were conducted from 7:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. for the older
members and from 12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m. for the younger members. This
year Keyes placed third in their division at the State Swim Meet. They
competed over a period of three days against eight other teams from New
Hampshire and Massachusetts. In addition, they placed first in their
division at the annual Rotary Swim Meet which took place at Keyes Pool.
The facility was open to the public from 1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
for free swim. The only requirement being that children under seven
years of age be accompanied by an adult. Persons over 18 years of age
were allowed to swim laps between 5:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. The day
concluded with family swim which was held from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
The number of people using the pool varied from day to day. On
warmer days there may have been up to 350 people during the day. On
cooler days there may have been as few as 25 people in the afternoon.
The past summer was a relatively safe one. There were 70 minor
injuries such as cuts, scrapes and bee stings. The ambulance was called
once for an accident occurring on the playground.
The hard work and efforts made by the staff of Keyes Pool was
rewarded by a smooth and successful summer.
Judith Daudier
Keyes Pool Supervisor —
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PUBLIC WORKS ADMINISTRATION
1986 was a very active year, the Town's continual growth places
increasing demands on the office staff.
Mrs. Shirley Carl, Water Department Account Receivable Bookkeeper
since 1976, transferred to the Town's Planning Department. She was
replaced with Bret Robinson.
During 1987 we will begin to utilize the Town's new computer for
budget control and accounting. The collection of money for water and
sewer bills will be done at the Town Clerk's office rather than Public
iWorks. These steps have been taken to make the publics transaction of
business in the Town Hall more convenient.
EXPENSES
Labor $56,880.38
Office Supplies & Repairs







As in other recent years, the sewer department was very active. A
variety of job work was done for developers and home owners. This in-
cluded installing service lines main to curb and assisting contractors
with service and main work.
Expenses incurred are billed to the customer for reimbursement.
One hundred and forty six new customers were added in 1986.
Milford now has a total of 1,855 customers, 1,376 Residential and 479
Commercial.
Several sanitary sewer main extensions were completed in 1986.
These will serve Woodside Commons, Westchester Park and the Aldrich
complex, condominiums and apartment complexes. In the Sunview II Pro-
ject 9,000 1ft of main pipe was added that will accommodate 109 new












Sanitary mains on South Street and all streets in East Milford were
inspected. Flushing and rodding was done as required.
The 6" service connection to the MarGeLen building at 7 Amherst
Street was found broken at the chimney connection to the 36" Interceptor
located on the river banking. The excavation was about twenty feet in
depth. A large hydraulic backhoe was rented for this repair that had to
be done in January.
Manhole castings were raised for paving on Oak, Beech, King, Dean,
Orange, Franklin, High and Powers Street.
The sanitary collection system continues to operate well. A few
service lines where problems frequently occur were excavated and
repaired.
The town's closed drainage system, totaling about ten miles, func-
tioned well with all of the precipitation we received throughout the
year. A few new catchbasins were added at problem areas.
In 1987 this appropriation will no longer appear as a line item.






Repairs to Other Equipment 275.20
Equipment Rental 5,936.18
Equipment and Tools 570.28








Two sections of sidewalk on Nashua Street were rebuilt in conjunc-
:ion with the library addition.
Handicap ramps were provided on the north side of Nashua Street at
Ichool and Putnam Street.
A section of walk was rebuilt on Elm Street in front of the Plea-









SOLID WASTE TRANSFER STATION
The facility continued to operate very efficiently with four regu-
.ar Public Work's employees.
During the year several of the local industries and commercial
establishments contracted directly with refuse haulers to pickup and
leliver their trash directly to a landfill site rather than hauling it
;o the Transfer Station. Waste from these sources is historically
keavy. This loss has seriously impeded our capabilities of meeting tht
lontract condition that loads meet an 18 ton minimum weight in order t<
)btain a disposal tipping fee of $39.40 per ton.
^ Over the twelve month period from December 1, 1985 to November 30,
.986, 9,156 ton of refuse was handled at the facility. Of this amouni
1,718 ton (51.5%) was commercial and 4,437 ton (48.5%) was residential,
fith weight penalty charges added, our true tipping fee cost was $43.0?
)er ton.
It has become increasingly more difficult to find sources that wi'
:ake the light metal which is an unacceptable material at the Turnkey
jandfill in Rochester, N.H. Only two years ago haulers were picking
:he material at no cost to the town. This past year it cost $3,100 to
lave the accumulation removed.
Estimated revenues projected $171,125 for 1986. Actual income
received was $223,690, $52,565 more than estimated however, the dispos;
:ontractors November invoice amounting to $29,554 (750 ton) was not




June of 1987 completes two years of a five year contract with Lakes
Region Disposal Co., Inc. of Laconia, N.H. They furnish trailers and
truck refuse to a state and federally approved landfill site. The
contract provides for the Contractor and Town to re-negotiate the tip-
ping fee for each of subsequent years of the contract after the second
year. We have been advised that due to stricter mandates by the State
and EPA regarding landfill sites, disposal costs will increase for
Milford to between $55 and $60 per ton. This has been projected in the










Scale-Maint. & Repair 979.80
Buildings-Maint. & Repair 175.77
Gas, Diesel, Oil and Lube 1,229.15
Truck Repairs 161.94







1986 STATE HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT AID
As in prior years this appropriation is offset by an equal amount
received from State gas tax fund, it is used to supplement expenses in
the summer highway maintenance program.
Drainage - Pipe and other materials were purchased for projects on
Ponemah Hill Road, Webster Street, Chappell Drive and Tarry Lane. The
town's 550 catchbasins were cleaned using a rented catchbasin cleaning
machine.
Guard Railing - New sections were added on Elm Street, Whit ten Road,
Chappell Drive and Armory Road.
Resurfacing - Hot mix was purchased and applied at a thickness of 5/8".
This year's program included King, Orange, Dean, sections of Franklin,
High, Union and Beech Street totaling 1.53 miles. In the near future
the D.P.W. will recommend expanding this program and reducing the Oiling
Program.
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jine Painting - Twelve miles of double center line pavement marking was
ompleted by the State Highway Department.
jeveling Roads - Prior to scheduled Oiling sections of Ponemah Hill,
lason, Federal Hill and Emerson Road were smoothed with hot top. The
lollowing intown streets were also done - Birch Lane and sections of
!ayf lower Drive.
Tree Work - Low hanging limbs were cut along several of the rural roads.
This work was accomplished with rented equipment from the Bartlett Tree
Experts.
Signs - The majority of the sign budget was spent for replacements. A
few new street and caution signs were added. Vandalism occurs on a
continual basis to signs, this represents a significant cost to
taxpayers.
















Funds are provided in this appropriation to defray the operating
and maintenance expenses of the Town Hall building and the Department of
Public Works garage.
Repairs to the Town Hall building included: providing hot water
accommodation to the Police locker room and Ambulance Bay. Minor renova-
tions were done in the Selectmen's Administrative Assistant's office.
The Town Clerk's office was painted and expanded to include space former-
ly occupied by the Selectmen's office staff. Their offices have been
relocated in the former old meeting room area. This move allows the
public better access to the building and provides the needed work space
the Town Clerk's office required.
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An amendment at Town Meeting increased this appropriation by
$18,000. to hire an architect to review existing data and make recommen-
dations for renovating the building. David Cheever, an Architect from
Nashua, was hired to do the study. His report, completed in late
December, proposes utilizing the entire building.
The Selectmen authorized an over-expenditure of this account to
install fire stops in the former Fire Department hose tower at each
floor level using fire retardant 5/8" sheet rock. This project was
recommended by Architect Cheever to eliminate a serious fire hazard.
Town Garage - Several deteriorated panels in the overhead doors,
door springs and hardware were replaced.
EXPENSES
Labor $16,757.35
Electricity-Town Hall Bldg. 7,933.42
Electricity-Town Garage 1,518.17
Fuel-Town Hall Bldg. 9,416.12
Fuel-Town Garage 2,083.86
Repairs-Town Hall Bldg. 11,812.50
Repairs-Town Garage 2,664.72
Supplies-Town Hall Bldg. 4,290.87
Supplies-Town Garage 231.97
Telephone-Town Garage 935.38
Water-Town Hall Bldg. 253.80
Water-Town Garage 102.60
Sewer Users Fee-Town Hall Bldg. 610.35
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WATER MAIN REPLACEMENT APPROPRIATION
During 1986 the following work was completed.
Chestnut Street - 330 1ft of 4" replaced with new 8" pipe.
Souhegan Street - 1,025 1ft of 4" replaced with 8" pipe. 370 1ft
of 4" replaced with new 12" pipe.
Border Street - 460' of 4" replaced with new 8" pipe.
Prospect Street - 1,470' of 4" replaced with new 10" pipe. 700' of
this total was paid for and installed by the Constellation Corporation
of Amherst, N. H., the developer who built the Woodside Commons Condomi-
nium project. Water mains have now been looped from Prospect to Powers
Street.
Hilltop Drive - 325' of 2" replaced with new 6" pipe.
Mont Vernon Street - 782' of new 12" pipe added, connecting two existing
10" mains.
Keyes Field - 850' of 8" pipe added, providing a second supply main line
to Elm Street from the Mayflower tank.
Elm Street - 200' of new 8" was added connecting to the 8" main that
supplies Souhegan Estates, Granite Plaza and the existing 8" main on Elm
Street. 12" pipe was purchased for main replacement between the Souhe-
gan Branch Bank and Merrill's Convenience Store. This project is sche-
duled for the Spring of 1987.
Stone Bridge - A leak in an old cast iron 10" main required excavation
of the concrete deck, this prompted the replacement of this old line
with 200' of new 12" pipe. This unexpected expense was not planned for
in this appropriation.
West Street - Savage Road - 12" pipe has been purchased for main repla-
cement scheduled for 1987.
The D.P.W. acted as its own general contractor on these com-
pleted projects. Design work and resident inspection was handled by the
engineering firm of Dufresne-Henry. Purchasing of pipe and other mate-
rials was handled by the Town, after bids were received. The R. H.
White Construction Company's Merrimack, N H. division installed the pipe
and appurtenances. The Public Works prepared trenchs for paving and
attended to cleanup. Actual paving was done by two paving firms.
Streets dug up for this project are scheduled for curb to curb pavement
overlay in 1987.
Work scheduled for 1987 includes replacing 640' of 6" on West
Street between Elm and Crosby Street with 12" pipe. Replacing 2,545' of
8" and 6" on Elm Street with 12" pipe. 500* of new 12" pipe will be
added on Savage Road, this will allow the Dram Cup Hill 500,000 gallon
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storage tank to fill faster and provide increased fire protection to the
area.
Work completed to date and the planned projects for 1987 have
substantially improved the operation and potential of the distribution
system. Adequate fire flows are now available, in some cases
exceeding insurance requirements in the areas where work has been done.
Payment of this project has been bonded over 10 years, cost to
be shared by increasing water rates and the town hydrant rentals.
EXPENSES
Water Main Materials $140,336.54
Road Repair Materials 38,877.23
Contracted Services-Water Mains 111,652.82
Contracted Services-





Earmarked for 1987 $343,237.82
STORM DAMAGE
An inventory of damage to town roads resulting from the July 29th
7" rainfall is as follows:
Mason Road - Two large stone box culverts washed out along with approxi-
mately 200 1ft of road. Replaced with four (4) multi-plate pipe archs.
Mile Slip Road - Five stone culverts collapsed or plugged; 400 1ft of
road washed out, replaced with two (2) archs and three (3) culvert
pipes, re-graveled section of road.
Savage Road - One large stone box culvert washed out along with 50 1ft
of road. Replaced with two (2) multi-place pipe archs.
Armory Road - Stone culvert collapsed, road washed out. Replaced with
culvert pipe.
Union Square - Between Middle and Bridge Street an old 18" brick storm
drain collapsed, causing flooding of Joseph's Furniture Store. Replaced
with 312 1ft of 12" pipe, two existing deteriorated catchbasins were
replaced.
Whitten Road Bridge - West granite wing wall on the outlet side was
undermined by the force of the high water, this weakened the structure
substantially. Repairs included pouring a new section of concrete under




other Repairs - Several hundred feet of ditchs washed out on Burns,
McGettigan, Savage, Mason, Melendy and Ruonala Road. These were from
three to six foot deep and six to eight feet in width.
The washouts were filled, pavement replaced and in several areas ditchs
were then lined with stone rip rap. This should prevent future
errosion.
After the storm, steps were taken immediately on the part of the Select-
men to authorize funds for the D.P.W. to take emergency action to repair
the damage. The State Office of Civil Defense was notified. They in
turn notified the Federal Emergency Management Agency, Milford was
approved to receive disaster relief funds on the basis of 75% Federal
and 12.5% State for eligible projects. In October the first payment
totaling $55,470 was received.
Repair work was not completed until late December. The project closeout
will be finalized in early eighty-seven, at which time application will
be filed for the final payment of Federal and State Disaster Relief
Funds.
Items charged to this account are for materials, contracted equipment
and services. D.P.W. labor used was charged to the Highway Summer






HILLSBOROUGH MILLS BRIDGE REPAIRS
This project, to be done by the New Hampshire Department of Trans-
portation, includes replacing deteriorated concrete curb and installing
new bridge railing. The estimated cost $51,000., State Share 2/3,
Milford's Share 1/3 ($17,000.).
The State Bridge Division plan to begin work on the project in
April or May of 1987.
Bridge Railing Purchased $ 8,500.00
Appropriation 17,000.00
Earmarked for 1987 $ 8,500.00
TOWN HALL BUILDING REPAIRS APPROPRIATION
For the purpose of repairing the deteriorated wood soffits and spot
painting on the exterior of the building.
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Local contractors were so busy this past year, little interest was
shown in this project.
It was decided to postpone tEis work until next summer.
Earmarked for 1987 $ 4,000.00
1985 STATE HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT AID
Carried over from last year, these funds were used to supplement







Unit purchased was a Challenger Model 20,000, with a lift capacity
of 9,000 pounds. Included was a transmission jack and miscellaneous
other equipment.
Installation was in the D.P.W. garage on Pine Street. This unit
has increased the efficiency and productivity in our repair shop.
EXPENSE
Castonguay Electric $ 212.00





1986 ONE TON DUMP TRUCK APPROPRIATON
The department purchased this truck from Talarico Chevrolet, the
low bidder.
This unit is primarily used by the Cemetery Department however;
during winter months the Highway Department uses this vehicle for a wide
variety of maintenance tasks.
A 1975 Chevrolet one ton dump truck was sold to the highest bidder
for $1,651.00.
Talarico Chev.-Pontiac $14,915.27




1986 1/2 TON PICKUP APPROPRIATION
Purchased from McDevitt G.M.C. Inc., the low bidder.
This truck replaces a 1979 Chevrolet pickup which was sold to the
highest bidder for $956.00.
McDevitt GMC $ 8,456.22





This equipment was purchased from the R. C. Hazelton Co., Inc., the
low bidder. A 1968 Ford tractor was traded in.
This tractor is a Model 885 Case-International equipped with a
hydraulic rotary side mower which is used to mow roadside brush. Also
included was an eight foot rotary broom mounted on the front of the
tractor. This attachment is especially useful during spring cleanup and
for removing excess sand from freshly oiled roads. The department's
flail mower can be mounted on the rear of the unit for mowing in parks.




The State of New Hampshire Department of Transportation have
started the preliminary engineering phase, a formal public hearing is
proposed for the fall of 1987. This project should be advertised for
bids in 1989. Construction is expected to be completed in 1990.
The new bridge will be located downstream from the present Jones
Bridge, at a location where the Milford By-Pass rejoins Route 101. This
cost is estimated to be $900,000.
Appropriation (Milford Share) $66,000.00
Earmarked for 1987
DAM REPAIRS STUDY APPROPRIATION
The Town of Milford contracted with Dufresne-Henry on April 21,
1986 for the purpose of having the McLane Dam - Souhegan River, Osgood
Pond and Railroad Pond Dams inspected and preliminary costs estimates
prepared for recommended repairs. The scope of these inspections
addressed the issues raised by the New Hampshire Water Resources Board
concerning the condition of each of these dams.
The dam at Osgood Pond was inspected and a complete topographic map
was prepared of the town owned property at this dam. A request was
filed with the N.H. Water Resources Board to have the Osgood Pond Dam
reclassified as an "AA" structure. A report of recommended repairs and
a preliminary cost estimate was received.
Railroad Pond Dam was inspected with a team of divers checking for
signs of possible settlement and locating the source of a leak. In
addition to providing for structural repairs to satisfy the Water
Resources Board, improvements were also considered to reduce pond
elevations during periods of high flows. The recommended repairs are to
be considered for construction in the summer of 1987.
Due to an unusually wet summer in 1986, the engineers could not
readily inspect the McLane Dam on the Souhegan River. Flow over the dam
obscures the dam face so that the condition of the stonework and
concrete cannot be observed. This inspection and report has been
postponed to 1987 with some hope of a drier summer.
Late in 1986 the Water Resources Board became insistent that atten-
tion be given to Hartshorn Pond Dam, Dufresne-Henry assisted by members
of the Conservation Commission evaluated the nature of the repair work
required and also prepared a preliminary cost estimate. It is antici-
pated that, with approval of the recommended budget for this dam, the







The Dec-Tam Corporation, a firm located in Andover, Mass., removed
approximately 300 1ft. of asbestos pipe covering from the basement area
of the building.
Removal and disposal of this hazardous material was carried out in
compliance with control methods required by EPA, OSHA and the State. The




FORSYTH WATER PIPE APPROPRIATION
Road salt contamination of a shallow dug well on Armory Road that
supplied water for two homes prompted this item.
690' of 2" pipe was installed from the Town's Municipal Water
System on Osgood Road, easterly along Armory Road. 3/4" service lines
were provided to each of the houses. Water will be purchased by the













Robert E. Courage, Director
WATER DEPARTMENT
Distribution
174 services were added in 1986. In the last two years 528 new services
have been added to the water system.
Water mains were extended at developers' expense to serve the Sunview II
project, Westchester Heights, Woodside Commons, both Condominium Com-
plexes, apartments on James Street and Ponemah Hill Road. These pro-
jects totaled 14,053 1ft of 8" and 12" pipe.
With the Water Main Replacement bond issue funds approved at Town Mee-
ting, water main improvements were completed on Elm St., Chestnut St.,
Souhegan St., Border St., Mont Vernon St., Prospect St., Hilltop Drive
and Keyes Field. The purpose of these projects was to replace old 4"
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and 2" pipe with new 8", 10" and 12" pipe that will supply the increased
capacity to provide adequate water for fire protection and improve the
operation of the distrbution system. Work completed to date totals
4,800. An additional 4,000* of pipe is scheduled to be installed on Elm
St., West St. and Savage Road in 1987.
The following is an inventory of the various sizes of main pipe in the






Total 229,744 = 43.51 miles
The Mayflower 500,000 gallon storage tank was drained, the interior and
exterior were sandblasted clean and painted. Marcel A. Payeur, Inc.
from Sanford, Maine was the contractor.
33 new hydrants were added and 7 old hydrants were replaced.
Water Supply
The town's present water supply consists of two gravel packed wells in
the Curtis Well field that can together supply 1,100 GPM. Their maximum
safe yield is 1,056,000 GPD. The Kokko Well supplies 200 GPM, iron
bacteria has reduced reliability of this well to a safe pumping yield of
about 150,000 GPD. The average gallons pumped per day in 1986 totaled
764,000. We recorded eight days during July that we pumped over
1,000,000. Several other days were well over 900,000 during the summer.
As mentioned in the previous report, Milford does not have a back-up
supply of water if our Curtis Well #1 rated at 700 GPM is taken out of
service even for a short period of time. If this were to occur we could
not sustain the pumping demand with the second Curtis and Kokko Well,
together rated at 600 GPM. If these two wells were to pump 24 hours
they could only supply a total of 864,000 GPD.
We need a backup supply to replace the Keyes Well that was shut down due
to volatile organic contamination in 1984.
The Pennichuck Water Works Company's proposal to finance the capital
costs to extend a 16" supply main through Amherst to Milford is recom-
mended by your Public Work's Director. This would provide Milford with
an additional water supply that would be available on an as needed
basis.
Administration
On December 31, 1986 the department had 2,525 water accounts billed on a
quarterly basis. It is hoped once the Town's Computer System is fully
on line the present manual bookkeeping system can be discontinued. This




Materials-Pipe & Fittings 18,253.92
Engineering & Drafting 11,637.51







Road Repair Material 9,586.66
Public Works Administration 31,303.00
Pumping Stat. -Repairs to Bldg 1,080.78
Pumping Stat. -Repairs to Equip 2,396.49
Pumping Stat. -Supplies & Exp 782.11
Corrosion Control 20,177.10
Telephone & Telemetering 4,263.03
Electricity 31,782.40
Office Supplies & Expense 4,463.96
Interest on Notes 12,956.50
Principle on Notes 20,650.00
Truck Repairs 566.94
Other Equipment Repairs 1,092.56
Radios and Repairs 111.40
Tools & Equip. Parts 721.40
Lights, Barricades & Signs 490.40
Gas, Oil and Lube 2,456.43
Heating Oil & Propane Gas 422.94
Tree Work-South St. Station 285.00
Standpipe Inspections & Repairs 28,566.65
Accounting Expense 1,800.00
Real Estate Tax-Curtis Land 715.48
Backflow Preventer Valve







WATER DEPARTMENT STATISTICS 1986
laximum Day, total gallons pumped, July 7, 1986 1,340,000
linimum Day, total gallons pumped, December 25, 1986 500,000
Average gallons pumped per day 763,989
<ew Water Main added - 12" 1,152'
«ew Water Main added - 10" 1,470'
*lew Water Main added - 8" 15,895'
»ew Water Main added - 6" 325'
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Water main discontinued - 4" 3,655'
Main Gate Valves Replaced 1
Water Main Breaks 18
Water Service Breaks 3
Number of Hydrants - December 31 338
Hydrants Added 33
Hydrants Replaced 7
Number of Water Serviced - December 31 2,525
Water Services Added 179
Water Service Replacement (Main to property line) 1





















:ash on Deposit January 1, 1986
'lus Receipts







:ASH as of DECEMBER 31 , 1986
TOWN OF MILFORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE
WATER DEPARTMENT
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS




STATEMENT OF CUSTOMERS' ACCOUNTS
Accounts Receivable January 1, 1986
flus Charges
Resident Sales




























In January, workmen were busy completing the composting area of the
town's Wastewater Treatment Plant. The photo shows a crane near the
storage building.
—Photo by Bill Ferguson
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MILFORD WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITY
ANNUAL REPORT ** 1986
The year 1986 has been active and eventful for the Wastewater
Treatment Facility. Several projects were granted approval at the 1986
Town Meeting including the Compost Facility, Belt Filter Press and the
Industrial Pretreatment Program.
Our major focus of activity has been the improvements to our solids
handling facilities. Immediately following Town meeting, we learned of
difficulties in obtaining the Federal and State share of funding for the
compost project. Consequently, the project was scaled back to match
available funds. The installation of the belt press made the downsizing
possible. With funding in its final form, total project costs are
approximately $910,000. Milford's share has been reduced from 5% to
approximately 3%. Bid advertisement for the contract was in May, and
the contract was awarded in September. Hutter Construction Company of
New Ipswich was the successful low bidder, and began construction
immediately. Construction has progressed swiftly and without controv-
ersy. We expect to be operational in February, 1987. The final product
should be available for public use by summer of 1987.
Design of the belt filter press began immediately following Town Meeting
approval. Installations were viewed at other facilities in order for us
to compare various machines and layouts. Duf resne-Henry Engineering
Company assisted in the design of the project and the R.H. White Company
is the general contractor for the project. Much of the demolition work,
removal of one vacuum filter, three sludge feed pumps, and related
equipment was performed by our treatment facility personnel, in an
effort to reduce costs as much as possible. The new press was delivered
on November 3, 1986; and is also expected to be operational in February,
1987. The belt press will substantially reduce the moisture content of
the sludge cake, resulting in a more successful compost operation.
The development of the Industrial Pretreatment Program continues
following Town Meeting approval. Industries have been surveyed and
categorized. Currently underway are revisions to the Sewer Use Ord-
inance, and the incorporati*^ xi of an industrial pretreatment section.
Work at the Main Pump Station has essentially been completed this year.
The new main pump drive units are operaational. All these pumps havea
been rebuilt, meachanical seals installed in two of the units. The
interior of the station and appurtenant equipment have been painted this
year.
The gasoline leakage into the storm and sanitary sewer systems in
August required the assistance of WWTP personnel. We supplied gas
monitoring and sampling equipment to aid in the determination of the
source of the leak. I feel that this incident shows the value of
cooperation between Town Departments evident during this incident.
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The perennial problem of the two leaking sodium hypochlorite tanks
moves closer to solution. Due to the emergency nature of this situation
and scheduling requirements of the work, it is our intention to replace
the tanks in the upcoming months. The Dufresne-Henry Company, with in-
put from the facility staff, have completed a design plan for the re-
placement tanks.
Another chapter of the sewer project came to a close with the set-
tlement and release of the Anderson-Nichols Company this past summer.
Anderson-Nichols relinquished a portion of their retainage in consider-
ation of errors and omissions in their work during construction of the
WWTP.
Our facility has entered its sixth (6th) year of operation. We
currently process 1.1 million gallons per day, representing about 50%
of our capacity. Sludge production in 1986 yielded 2400 cubic yards.
Operation of the belt press will reduce this amount by about 50%.
Treatment efficiency was generally high with discharge limits met on a
consistent basisi. Facility employees have worked diligently to develop
and refine process control procedures to produce a quality effluent ,
that meets the NPDES requirements.
An open house of the facility is being planned for 1987. Hopefully
we will be able to give the general public an opportunity to view the
many changes and improvements that have been made during our first five
(5) years of operation.
As with many other Town departments, it becomes apparent that con-
tinued growth in Town necessitates increased services and additional
employees. Our 1987 budget requests an additional employee based on
increased solids handling, increasing amounts of septage handling, im-
plementation of industrial pretreatment program, increased manhour re-
quirements due to New Hampshire Department of Labor safety regulations,
and increased maintenance requirements caused by the aging of the facil-
ity.
The 1987 budget provides for closure of the sludge landfill. This
is a requirement of the Sate of New Hampshire, and is necessary with the
landfill at capacity. A repeat request is being made for a small com-
puter and related software for the WWTP. Many plants in the State take
advantage of the benefits a system yields.
I commend the Wastewater Facility Staff for their extraordinary
efforts in improved plant operation and maintenance. Their cooperation
and extra work efforts during the design and construction phase of our





MILFORD WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT
SEWER USERS FUND BUDGET
1986 1986 1987
Adopted Actual Proposed
Administration $227,703 .00 $216,544 .32 $344,999.00
Laboratory 4,950 .00 7,002 .52 60,500.00
Operation &
Maintenance 199,228 .00 209,724 .05 222,372.00
Processing 53,949 00 56,376. 83 104,595.00
TOTALS $485,830.00 $489,647.72 $732,466.00
****** ****** ****** ****** ******
Warrant Article #6
Belt Filter Press




Tho Milford Volunteer Ambulance Service has completed thirteen (13)
years of service to the residents of Milford. We provide emergency
medical care and transport. Patients are transported to the Milford
Medical Center, or to medical facilities in Nashua. Manchester or
Peterborough. We will transport to medical facilities outside the area
upon ph/SLcian request. Non- emergency transports are provided v/ith a
twenty four (24) advance notice to the Directors; and are dependant upon
a . ailabilit.y ^f both crew and ambulance.
In ordor to defray operating expenses of the ambulance servic*?. the
Town of Milford char'oes a fee of $50.00 per call, and $1.00 per loaded
mile outside the Nashua area. During 1986, our service provided just
rjnder 23.000 in income to the General Fund.
Of our thirty-six (36) volunteer members, we have two (2) Advanced
First Aidet s, twenty five (25) f^mergeny Medical Technicians (100 hour
coui^se). and nine (9) EMT Int-'rmediated vjith advanced skills of E.O.A.
and I.V. All of our members i^etrain in Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation
(CFR) annually. The service meetings are held on the 2nd and 4th
Tuesdays of every month m our quarters located in the lower level of
the T'.>wn Hall on Middle Street.
Each member meets the challenge of improving knowledge and skills
through continual tranring and practical review. Each member is
required to cover a scheduled duty time which includes weekends. Nev?
members are supported and assisted as the.y gain knowledge and
exporienc^e.
Presently thie 8er\ ice is able to provide tv;o '2) crews during
nights and vj'eekends. They daytime hours '.6 A.M. through 6 P.M.) are
becoming increasingly difficult to cover. This year we have been
fortunate to have several local employers supporting the service by
allowing employees who are volunteers to respond to calls during
bu;::iness hours. Through this effort we have been able to continue
uninterrupted service during the daylight hours. We are, however,
carefull.y exploring several alternatives in an attempt to streamline
the emergency medieval service a.'ailable to Milford's residents.
In addition to scheduled duty time, our /olunteers stand by at
lt)cal sporting events and town events as requested. They volunteer time
for Lectures and training in first aid, driver training and CPR
instructions for communit,y and sctiool gi^oups.
We thank the citizens of Milford for their continued support. We
also thank our families for their emotional support and understanding of
our commitment to provide quality emei-gency care to our community.
"We are here for Life!"





In 1986, the Board of Adjustment handled forty-Nine (49) cases
(37-variances; 1 1 -special exceptions; 1 -rehearing). Disposition of
the cases is as follows: thirty-five (35) were granted; ten (10) were
denied; two (2) were tabled; and two (2) had no action taken. The count
is based on single hearing for one applicant regardless of the number
of requests.
Planning sessions were held with the Planning Board and the Board
of Selectmen. One single objective seems quite clear as a result of
these meetings. That is the fact that there is an evident need for more
thoughtfully designed zoning regulations. The Boards found themselves
at odds during the year as a result of the varying opinions with respect
to the interpretation of certain sections of the Zoning Manual.
By working with the Master Plan, and through proposed zoning
changes, it would appear that the majority of the problems encountered
could and would be resolved.
JOHN E. RUONALA, CHAIRMAN
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BUILDING INSPECTION I
In 1986 Re once again experienced continued groi'.th in the Town,
particularly in the areas of residential and commercial propei^ties.
The number of units for single family d.'tellings decreased 1".4%,
Hith a reduction of 13.6% in value; Two family dHellings also decreased
50% in number of units with a 48.8% reduction m value. On the other
hand, both residential and commercial alterations and additions
increased in units and value. Residential alterations and additions
reflect a 54% increase in number of units, accompanied with a 53. 1%
rise in dollar value. Commercial alterations and additions show the
greatest growth with an increase of 90% in number of units and a healthy
25.3% increase in dollar value. Thus, the building activity in the Town
of Mil ford reflects an overall increase in dollar value of 15. 1%
BUILDING INSPECTIONS 1986
i
167 Single Family Dwellings
14 Two Family Dwellings
205 Residential Alterations and Additions
3 Conversions - Residential
19 Residential Garages
38 Commercial Alterations and Additions
4 Chimneys
6 Swimming Pools





3r>1 , 1 50
3, 450
42, 500
Hampshire Hills Lap Pool
Scarborough Company Warehouse and Office
Nash, Forest and Krook - Industrial Building
Hampshire Paper Corporation - Warehouse
Coldstream Associates - Commercial Building
Hendrix Wire & Cable - 3 Industrial Buildings
H. K. Hebster - Commercial Building
Air-Mar Technology - Industrial Building
Bre Associates - Industrial Building
Hitchiner R 8. D Building
Aldrich Construction Co. - 66 Apartments
Hitchiner Medical Office














TOTAL $ 1 0, 838, 734
New Mobile Homes
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NILFORD AREA COMMUNICATION CENTER
The Milford Area Communication Center completed its first year as a
separate entity from the Town of Milford on December 31, 1986. The
Center is now operating under an Intermunicipal Agreement among the four
member towns of Milford, Amherst, Mont Vernon, and Wilton. The Di-
rector is appointed by a four member Board of Governors, who are
appointed in turn by the four towns one member per town.
The Center's operating budget is reviewed by a Budget Committee
composed of one Selectman from each of the member towns. Funding is
provided by the member towns on a per capita basis. Each town's share
is the total budget times that town's percentage of the total population
of the covered area towns. Additionally, the Town of Milford receives a
credit in lieu of rent, capital equipment usage, etc. This amount is
deternmined by multiplying the total area population by $.30 cents per
capita.
Our new Dictaphone twenty-four (24) hour logging recorder was
delivered in April, and has proven invaluable from the start in allowing
instant playback of all radio and telephone traffic. Exact times are
automatically placed on the tapes at the time of recording, making it
possible to document the proper sequence of events during an incident,
i.e. how long it really took for an ambulance, cruiser, fire department
to get to the scene once a caller has reported an incident.
The Center is now a non-voting member of the New Hampshire
Municipal Association, making it possible to obtain broad insurance and
health coverage at reduced cost. We now carry professional liability
insurance coverage through a commercial carrier. This insurance was a
problem in the past, but is now obtainable given our new status.
The communications' console was struck by lightning during the
summer, rendering it inoperative. A partial repair has been made, with
the board operating at about 60% effectiveness. Due to difficulty in
obtaining factory support, the Governing Board determined that it was
not economically feasible to continue putting money into partial repairs
which result in questionable console reliability. Therefore, new
equipment has been ordered, and should be in place by mid-March, 1987.
The cost of this purchase has been spread over a five (5) year period,
lessening any financial impact on the Towns in any one year. At the end
of this time, the equipment will be owned outright; and the Towns'
yearly assessment for the Center's operation will drop dramatically.
A new AT&T MERLIN telephone system will also be installed by March
1987, providing far superior telephone capability at lower overall cost.
As in the case of the radio equipment, the telephone system will be
owned outright after four (4) years, with a corresponding drop in budget
needs.
All regular dispatchers will receive accredited in-service training
during 1987, providing for a more professional operation.
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The Center is looking into the possibility of obtaining a computer
system for more efficient handling of logging calls. (Although no 1987
budget monies are earmarked for this, we intend the use of the $2,000
budgeted in 1986 for a new tone encoder, which will not be needed now
that the new radio consoles will provide toning capability)
.
We have engaged the auditing firm of Briggs & McDonnell to examine
our books on an annual basis and to suggest possible changes in
accounting procedures to upgrade our operation. This service will
provide added protection for the interests of the member Towns.
In 1986, there were 223,182 logged items, of which 113,376 were
radio transmissions, and 109,806 were either telephone calls or lobby
assists for Milford Police. We are now scheduling two dispatchers per
shift for sixteen (16) hours daily during the most active times. The
new radio consoles will be a double installation making it possible for
both dispatchers to handle radio and telephone communications without
interf erring with each other. This will also cut the waiting time on
all incoming calls.
I would like to thank all the department heads. Selectmen, Chiefs,
dispatachers, and others who have graciously assisted me during the
transition of Directors upon the resignation of Ms. Anne Dalrymple.
Anne was responsible for putting most of the Center's programs into
motion during much of 1986; and her advice has been invaluable in
indoctrinating me in the Director's post. I shall continue to strive
for increased efficiency and reliability in the Center's operations,
while maintaing the best possible cost effectiveness for the member
Towns. The entire concept of a regional dispatch system is based upon
mutual cooperation; and I would welcome any suggestions from the







Last Spring, Milford suggested the formation of the Souhegan Valley
Association of Conservation Commissions. Commissions from Milford,
Mollis, Mont Vernon, Amherst and Brookline began to hold joint meetings
on a bi-monthly basis. Many ideas and information has been shared as a
result of the joint meetings. Several commissions, including Milford are
currently working with the State Fish & Game Department in an attempt to
develop acquisition and management plans for local conservation lands.
As in the past years, our activity surrounding Dredge and Fill
applications has continued to expand. Each application requires
extensive review and on site inspections by the Commission. The time
devoted to this one issue in 1986 represented the bulk of the
Commission's activities. He reviewed applications for some thirty (30)
operations. In addition, several gravel removal projects were also
reviewed. We also worked with some other town bodies with regards to
three (3) filling operations and one gravel removal project in violation
of state and local laws.
In 1985, the Commission purchased property boundary overlays drawn
to scale in conjunction with the town soils maps. During 1986, we
completed a map of Town owned lands, color coding those properties by
use. The combined Milford Conservation land stands, at this time, at
approximately 425 acres. Almost one-half of this land is the Hitchiner
Land on Mullen Road received as a donation, and voted as conservation
land at the 1986 Town Meeting.
With regards to this land, a project to develop a hiking trail is
being managed by an Eagle Scout candidate, with the Commission acting
as overseer and advisor. We also are involved with the removal of
debris from the property and the elimination of several safety hazards.
Work on this project is scheduled for completion this spring.
The Commission has attempted to manage repairs on the dams
impounding both Osgood and Hartshorn ponds. Both dams were inspected by
the State and found to be in need of repair. At a December Selectmen's
meeting, it was voted to include these two dams with the others in
Milford scheduled for repairs.
Funds voted at both the 1985 and 1986 Town Meetings, in addition to
other donated funds have allowed us to establish a land acquisition
fund.
The Conservation Commission has proposed two warrants for this
year's Town Meeting. The first seeks to reclassify approximately 400
acres of land from "Conservation Land" to "Town Forest". Although the
use and purpose of these lands will not change, the reclassification
will allow the managing agency to acquire appropriate forest management
plans, and be able to perform maintenance activities as required.




The second warrant asks that the Conservation Commission be named
as the managing agency for the above. Again, there is no change from
the present other than State law requires that a managing body be named
for town forests. As such, this warrant article is simply a formality
required by passage of the first warrant article.
Assuming passage of the two warrants, the Commission will engage a
State Forester to review Milford's "Town Forest" in order, to prepare a
long range forest management plan.
Other activities for 1986 included the sponsorship of two Milford
Youths to Conservation Camp; work was begun on the development of a V
Milford Conservation Master Plan; a projects plan for 1987 has been
developed; and plans continue for the completion of the originally
planned Milford Green Belt.




FOR YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1986
Beginning Balances January 1, 1986
NOW Account
Land Fund









































Town Land Deeds 19.50
Conference 30.00
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS: 690.44
BALANCE DECEMBER 31,1986 $70,554.82
RECAP:









The .eat- 1986 has 'jome to a close: and a:i in the past, the Mil ford
Fire Department oonninue-i to report increase-::, in fire calls and genei-al
day-to-day activity. Our par^t time secretary has proven to be a valuable
addition to this department as she handles the increased requests for
information and the iner^eased teleptione activity taking place in the
fit^e station. This yeai^ wc became actively invol-.c-d in the recording of
all incidents with the State Fire Marshall' s Office in Concord -rthero
they are input to a computer system Kith results i"( pointed to us on a
quai^tei^iy basis. The first reports i^^.ceived have provided some
interesting statistics with reference to the increased activitv in the
Depat tment.
At the 1^^86 Town Meeting ae saw the passage of a [lari^ant At^ticle
for the purchase of a new pumpers' tanker. After many meetings with fire
truck manuf actur^ers. The Pierce Company of Wisconsin was awaixled the
conti^act. This pumper, tanker will have a 1250 gpm midship pump and a
1500 gallon tank. It isill be delivered in .August. 1987.
In December. 1996, the aeiial ladder and the ground ladders on the
Lader Truck, r'efurbished in 1984 ;-tere tested. The test results showed
that the aerial needed sevei^al thousands of dollars of work. Three { 3)
of the wooden ground ladders were found to be unsafe. The- cracked
during testing. These ladders are now being replaced «ith aluminum
ones. Ke also acquired a retired police cruiser. The vehicle has been
painted red and used for inspections and other fii^e depiirtment business.
Our Fire Prevention program of site and building plan re iew. wood
stove, oil burner and building inpection. along with educational
programs continues at a t^apid pace. Although the number^ of fires is
down, false alarms (especially at apar^tment complexes.' are on the rise.
Dulling 1986, Chief Stephen Sears retired with 35 years of dedicated
ser'vice to the Department. Captain li'illiam Dyer retired with 2" years
of service, and former^ Chief Dominic A. Calvetti passed away on November
30, 19B6.
The 1987 Town Meeting will see a prH:>posal for a Fulltime Fire
Chief. This position is needed in order to keep pace with the day-to-
day requests for inspections, information, investigations, and the
general business administration of the Department. The Chief, Deputy
Chiefs, and the Fire Prevention Officer are finding that the daily
demands on time taken away from their places of employment are becoming
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lore than a call department is expected to provide. The establishment
i)f a Fulltime Chief does not necessarily mean that Milford is in the
throes of starting a fulltime department; rather this is an effort to
'continue the active Fire Prevention program Kith the handling of the
Jaily administration details in order to eliminate the need for men
jiaving to leave their business establishments. Thus we would forestall
;he need for a fulltime paid department. He urge your support in this
irea.
Re the Board of FireKards thank the men of the Department and the
,ocal employers who alloK these men to leave on call during business
lOurs. You, the townspeople, can be proud of the professional nay in
|rhich these men protect you and your property. The continued support
fhich He receive from the local businesses, District Forest Ranger,
itate Fire Marshall, Police, Ambulance, Communication Center, and our
'oKn is most gratifying.
In closing, we point out that education through the use of smoke
letectors, fire extinguishers, Exit Drills in the Home, and general
j)reventative maintenance goes a long way in helping to protect you, your
oved ones, and your property.
RICHARD P. TORTORELLI, CHIEF
lohn S. Caspar, Deputy Chief
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As in years past, the Milford Police Department's goal remains the
same. It is to maintain a professional, efficient and courteous
department. In recent years, we have witnessed a dramatic increase in
our fair Town's growth. Unfortunately the growth has also resulted in
an increase in crime, especically crime involving violence. Obviously
this puts quite a stain on your local police department. Presently, be-
sides myself, there is Lieutenant William Eggers, Detective Sergant Paul
Conti, and eleven (11) officers to cover three shifts, seven days per
week. We divide the town in half with one officer in a cruiser to cover
each sector. This theory and practice works, unless, of course, there
are no emergencies to cover. When out of the ordinary incidents occur
that result in an arrest and incarceration, we are required by law and
various insurances to monitor the cell block in the station. Due to in-
surance coverages, we no longer are able to rely upon the Milford Area
Communication Center for this particular duty. This means that we have
to contact an off duty officer to come in to cover this area. This is
not always possible. When unable to get an extra officer, the arresting
officer must remain in the station; thus, Milford is left with only ONE
officer to cover the entire Town. Our officers are also required to
pick up the slack, that exists during sick time, training time, and days
off. Most often, this requires that your Police Officers pull double
shifts in order to adequately protect our town, thereby reducing the
necessary safety factor in our department.
We, the Milford Police, realize that each call for assistance,
whether regarding a missing pet, armed robbery, domestic disturbance,
automobile accident, fire, home injury, or whatever is regarded by the
caller as the most important occurrance at the time. Placing priority
requires a most delicate decision making process. We are often aware
that we offend those we are sworn to protect; and for that we deeply ap-
ologize. To properly protect this rapidly growing community, I, as
Chief of Police feel that we have need to increase our staff by four (4)
officers. This would supply Milford with the manpower to utilize three
(3) patrol officers on two shifts, and two (2) patrol officers on the
third shift. Using this theory, if one officer is occupied with an ar-
rest, answering a complaint, or out of town on a stray dog transport, we
would still have two (2) officers on patrol.
During 1986, three of our valued officers experienced injuries
while performing their duties that put them on the disabled list for ex-
tended periods of time. One of these officers, Sgt Douglas Dowd is cur-
rently undergoing serious reconstruction of both his knees. Dowd will
be disabled for at least one year.
Our K9 unit has proven invaluable. Officer Jim Crane has now be-
come inseparable from Fox, our German Shepard. When these two are on
patrol, the Town can feel just that much safer.
Milford's Crime Prevention Unit has had quite a busy year. The
unit has conducted several crime prevention programs within the commun-
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ity, including neighborhood watch, bicycle safety programs, a bicycle
rodeo and the ever popular "Officer Bill" Program. During the fall,
with the assistance of the VFW, we again fingerprinted children of the
town.
In 1986, Granite T Kennel closed their doors, leaving the nearest
kennel willing to care for our stray dogs in Nashua. Disasters struck
on a regular basis this past year. We were called to assist in the Ice
Jam, the Stone Bridge cavein, Nashua Street's gas leak, and the severe
summer floods. In addition, investigation into a fatal accident, a hom-
icide, 57 assualts, 9 sexual assaults, 59 burglaries, 348 criminal
mischief reports, 247 thefts, 507 accidents and 468 arrests kept our de-
partment fairly busy .
On behalf of the department, I would like to thank the Board of
Selectmen, the Budget Committee, the Milford VFW, and especially the
citizens of the Town of Milford for your support this past year. We






Your Civil Defense Agency has been quite active this past year.
Since Hurricane Gloria m September 1985, our shelter program has been
updated. During Hurricane Gloria, we sheltered 108 persons in the
gym at Milford Area High School, and in/olved 22 volunteers. Many
thanks goes to these volunteers as well as the Red Cross for their
assistance in this time of need.
In January 1986, Milford experienced an ice jam on the Souhcgan
Piver causing major flooding to the mobile home park on Elm Street. An
emergency shelter at the Fire Station was made available to some fifty
families at 3AM in the morning. Again local volunteers took over the
duties of the shelter receiving food from the Red Cross, while local
merchants provided much needed supplies. It has been estimated that
the damage caused by this flood is in the neighborhood of ,$100,000. We
ha\'e been working with the Army Corps of Engineers to dredge the river
behind Fletcher's Paint Store up to the Green Iron Bridge.
This past summer saw more major flooding from an intense rain
storm, with the damage concentrated m the western portion of Town. In
an attempt to defray thie cost of storm damage repairs, we looked to both
State and Federal Government Agencies. Milford had to stand only 12%
of the total cost due to monies received from State and Federal
Agencies. The "trade off" however, is for Milford to adopt a mitigation
plan. In other words, "what is Milford going to do to help prevent
future disasters?"
Our Civil Defense's warning system is operational, but we need
to recondition the eighteen bell siren system on the top of the Town
Hall. By fall of '87 this siren should be operational, with monthly
tests of all sirens still to be scheduled for the first Saturday of each
month at 11AM. We have relocated the siren at Woodman Florist to the
Wastewater Treatment Plant. The Crisis Relocation plan has been dis-
continued as it was decided that mass evacuation would be inappropriate
in the event of a man-made disaster.
To close this report, I wish to thank the Board of Selectmen,
Town Administrative Staff, Department Heads, and most of all, the
citizens of Milford for their continued support of the Civil Defense
Agency,
FRED R. LUONGO, Director
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Wadleigh Memorial Library
Annual Report - 1986
It was an exciting, tumultuous and wonderful year for library
•service in Milford. The long needed expansion and renovation of the
Library was finally completed after a full year of construction. By
jarly June, the new addition had been completed and the bookstacks were
Installed. The library, then closed to the public for three weeks
*hile volunteers and staff moved 35,000 volumes to their new homes. The
Library reopened in the new addition while the old building received
some major renovations. This work was completed just in time for the
iedication ceremony on September 6.
I
Along with the construction tripling the effective size of the
uilding and providing extra parking spaces, there were a number of
)ther notable achievements. After reopening, book circulation ran at
L7% above the previous year's level. New patrons registered and
borrowers numbered 1110, 23% above the figure in 1985. Community groups
and organizations began to take advantage of our refurbished Keyes
Meeting Room which is fully handicapped accessible. Children and adult
programs, stopped due to construction, resumed at full tilt. The drive-
up book return box has rapidly become a popular new feature.
A physical inventory of the library's collections was carried out
[following the move, giving us an accurate account of the library's
holdings. A new computer system allows us access to the New Hampshire
Automated Information System and the Dialog Network, providing the
database search capability in Milford. This vastly iumproves the
interlibrary loan process. A micro-computer with a laser disk drive
fallows us to use the Bibliophile System to convert our cataloging
information to machine readable form, and generate catalog card sets
from the Library of Congress data here in the library. Extensive
backfiles of several magazines were purchased on microfiche, making them
easily available while eliminating the need for magazine storage space.
We are the grateful recipient of a number of grants and gifts, most
in conjunction with the building program. The Kaley and Keyes Funds
made generous contributions. The Cogswell Benevolent Trust provided
$10,000 to help rebuild the Childrens' Book Collection; Digital
Equipment Corporation provided matching funds for the computer system;
and the Hillsborough Bank and Trust Company donated a public access
personal computer. The Milford Cooperative Bank continued its support
of library programs and services. Local author and scholar, Andrew
Rothovius donated his outstanding personal library of nearly 2000
volumes to the Wadleigh Library where it will be housed in a special
collection bearing his name.
Our staff grew and changed this past year. Karin Hargy left us and
moved to Connecticut with her familyu. Ryley Osborne retired as
custodian after many years of service; Alan Belcher and Betty Simoneau
have replaced Ryley as custodians. New staff members include Paula
Walker at Circulation, and Ellie Weiss as Assistant in the Childrens' Room,
Pages included Jason Sapsin, Jessica Dionne, Whitney Lamarre, Lauren
Butler, Christina Lombardi, Nils Nieuwejaar, and Catriona McCaleb.
AnneCarle has been helping us in a temporary capacity. As usual we have
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blessed with dedicated volunteers.
I would like to thank the Library Staff, the Board of Trustees, and
most of all, the citizens of Milford for making this a banner year for































Library Holdings Adult Juvenile Total
Book TiUes 12/31/85 23788 8707 32495
Purchased 831 264 1095
Gifts 35 65 100
Discarded 417 191 608
Hissing in Inventor^^ 509 151 660
Book Titles 12/31/86 23728 8694 32422
Book Volunes 12/31/85 25872 9289 35161
Purchased 901 359 1260
Gifts 35 65 100
Discarded 417 191 608
Missing in Inventory 675 174 849







Records 12/31/85 919 948
Added 13 13
Discarded Q
Records 12/31/86 932 961
Cassettes 12/31/85 87 87
Added 37 37
Discarded
Missing in Inventory 21 21
Cassettes 12/31/86 103 103
Kits 12/31/65 24 24
Added 4 4
Discarded
Missing in Inventory 1 1
Kits 12/31/86 27 27
FilBstrips -no change 73 73
Total A/V 1135 1164
Microforns Titles Volunes Units
Microfiln 10 131 137
i Microfiche 3 23 1634
1
Total Microforns 13 154 1771









WADLEIGH MEMORIAL LIBRARY BUILDING ADDITION REPORT
The Wadleigh Memorial Library Building addition was authorized
by the Town Meeting of 1985. The addition was completed and opened
in August, 1986.
At the dedication ceremonies held on September 6, 1986, we were
honored with the attendance of Governor John Sununu as well as,
representatives of the State Library, and many of our local officials.
High praise was extended to the Architect, John Jordan of Hancock for
his simple but elegant design. At this time, we the building committee
wish to express our thanks to all who extended advice and support to us
during the building phase. Special recognition goes to Denise Johnson,
former Chairman of the Library Trustees for her efforts in providing
adequate space for the Library activities.
The addition is now an accomplished fact. It is fully staffed and
is providing expanded services to the Town of Milford as witnessed by
increased membership and book circulation. This beautiful building will
serve our Town well for many years.
We are proud to report that the final building costs are under the
$950,000 appropriated for the addition.
As Chairman of this committee, I am pleased to report the
completion of our assignment; and while I am publicly thanking
members of this committee for their untiring support and efforts, I am
well aware of the fact that sometimes a mere thank you is inadequate.
W.C. PETRASKE, CHAIRMAN
Helene Petraske, Secretary
Denise Johnson, Ex Officio











LIBRARY SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT































DATA BASE SEARCH TIME
$ 15,584.53
SALARIES
LIBRARY DIRECTORY SALARY $ 21,999.64
ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN SALARY ^ 16,499.60



















































BEGINNING CASH BALANCE .49
ENDING CASH BALANCE $ 8,226.81
FINE ACCOUNT *1
BALANCE, JANUARY 1, 1986 $ 1,398.95
RECEIPTS;
FINES COLLECTED BY STAFF 3,777.58
TOTAL 5,176.53
DISBURSEMENTS:
PURCHASES BOOKS, PRINTS, TAPES 5,166.06
BALANCE DECEMBER 31, 1986 $ 10.47
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COPY FUND *2
BALANCE JANUARY 1,1986 $ 464.09
RECEIPTS:





SUPPLIES, TONER/ SER CNTRCT $2,341.64
BANK FEES 15.45
2,357.09
BALANCE DECEMBER 31, 1986 $ 438.75
TRUSTEE ACCOUNT *3







BALANCE DECEMBER 31, 1986 $ 3,957.76
TARBELL FUNDS *4
BALANCE JANUARY 1, 1986 $ 1,542.56
RECEIPTS:
INTEREST INCOME $ 69.86
TRUST INCOME 1986 (Not rec'd this rpt) 69.86
$ 1,612.42
DISBURSEMENTS: 453.00
BALANCE DECEMBER 31, 1986 $ 1,159.42
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT FUNDS *5

























*1 Restricted to the purchase of books, art or tapes
*2 Restricted to costs associated with the copy machine and its
replacement
*3 Contributions to the trusteeds to be used as the trustees
deem necessary
j
*4 Restricted to the upkeep and improvement of library grounds
j
*5 Contributions to be used for library furniture and equipment
\
SUBMITTED BY THE TREASURER




NAivHUA REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION 1986
The Nashua Regional Planning Commission has ma'.ie signifjcani prog
ress on several key rcjional projects during n<36. The? t'lnal reports of
the Aquifer^ Delineiation Study, conducted by the 113 Geological Survey,
were delivered by the end o€ the year. A handbook for using these
materials, "A Practical Guide to GroundKater Resources and their Protec-
tion". WHS prepared by the Commission in the past year, as ,vell. Aquifer
protection workshops have been held in nearly all of the region's member
communities, an'l the staff has assisted severaJ tonns in preparing
aquifer protection ordinances and regulations.
In reaction to the new legislation regarding a water resour^ces
element for municipaJ master plans, Chapter 16", the Commission has
prepared "Hater Resources Management and Protection Components, a Des-
criptive Model for the Preparation of the Municipal Master Plan," This
IS a guide for communities that would like to add a water resources
section to an existing master plan, or to include such a section in a
new maslei- plan. The Staff is gearing up to assist communities in this
endeavor.
Silver^ Lake, at the Sil /er^ Lake State Park in Hollis. ^<as the
subject (jf a comprehensive study of water quality and the impacts of
land use around the lake that was completed m the Fall.
The Commission successfully coordinated a bi -regional Household
Hazardous Haste Collection Pi'oject in June, under the auspices of the
Nashua Regional Solid Haste Disti^ict. Collections were held at the
Milford Hastewater Treatment P] ant and the Nashua Public Rorks Garage.
The project involved all of the communities in the Nashua Regional Solid
Ifasle District, and the Hilton Recycling District. All of the Commis-
sion' s member^ communities, except Litchfield and Pelham, are members of
one of the districts, and participated in the project.
A septage disposal study prepared for the Souhegan Regional Land-
fill District was completed in the sprung; and Federal monies are being
sought in order to implement the most viable option.
In October, the NRPC released its "1986 Housing Market Study of the
Nashua Region," The study confirmed the fast rising prices of the early
part of the year and pointed out some disturbing news. To pui^chase a
house in this region, a family needs an income of at least $50,000, 166%
of the average income in this region. As a result of these findings,
the Commission is pur'suing a grant fr^om the New Hampshire Housing
Finance Agency to study the feasibility of a public-private partnership
to do something ab(5ut the situation.
In June, an "Infrastructure Study of the Nashua Region" was com
pleted. This report was the basis for a decision to prepare a Regional
Capital Improvements Plan. It was decided that there are several areas
in which it would be advantageous to look at; and thus plan for certain
infrastructure facilities from a regional viewpoint. The Regional CIP
should be completed in June, 1987.
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The Commission has continued to strive forward in 1986 Kith its
regional highnay planning efforts. Notable accomplishments include the
preparation of the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), Rhich pro-
vides a prioritized listing of transportation improvement projects with-
in the region. The 1986 TIP contained over $90 million worth of highway
improvement projects to be conducted in the NRPC communities over the
next five (5) years, with approximately 90 percent of the funds to be
iisecured from federal and state sources. Furthermore, the Commission has
aided several towns in determining traffic impacts from the increased
pressure of development via our traffic impact review service. In
addition, plans are currently underway to develop and implement a mech-
anism by which towns may assess developers a road payback fee to help
defray the cost of development pressure on local roads.
The Commission has been equally active in providing local planning
assistance. Many communities have taken advantage of our circuit ri^des^
program which makes a professional planner available to the Town on a
part-time basis. In addition, we have completed several master plans
and are working on, or have completed, capital improvements plans for
six (6) sommunities. The usual assistance in reviewing plans and impact
statements, and writing of ordinances has been in great demand as well.
Assistance and data to be used by the Town of Hilford in the
ipreparation of a Capital Improvements Plan was provided during 1986.
Commission staff have reviewed traffic impact studies prepared by
pplicants for subdivisions. The staff reviewed the studies for acoura-
cy of data and calculations. They prepared reports that were presented
!to the Planning Board.
In September, the Commission Staff began a study of the transporta-
tion and traffic flow problems at Hilford' s public school facilities.
The preliminary results of the work were presented in November with the
final report completed and presented to the Superintendent of School* s
iOffice by the end of 1986.
The NRPC held discussions with officials of the Town concerning a
transportation study focusing on the Hilford Oval, and alternatives to
the existing road system in the central business area of town.
Ill
STREET NUMBERING COMMITTEE
During 1 986, the Street Numbering Committe progressed well. We
estimate that our project is 80% complete. Most of the major streets
have been numbered with a few minor exception. Little Wheeling,
(physical measuring of streets) was done due to the fact that most of
the effort was directed towards updating and verifying previously
assigned numbers for imput into the town's new computer system. This
information will be accessible to all departments, as well as to the
general public.
Any future building on already completed streets will be assigned
numbers by Town Officials according to criteria established by the
Street Numbering Committee. The committee anticipates that, with the
cooperation of weather, measuring of streets can be completed in 1987,








Milford continues to be very much part of the rapidly growing
Southern New Hampshire community. New applications to the Planning
Board in 1986 followed the record pace set during the previous two (2)
years. The number of plans for both single family residential and
industrial sites compared to multi-family and commercial applications
was particularly high this past year.
Last year, the Planning Board submitted fifteen (15) new zoning
amendments for public approval to aid in the planning of orderly growth
in Milford. The voters once again strongly supported the Board in this
effort. We also recreived invaluable direction and assistance from our
former Zoning Administrator, Bryhan McMahon. Bryhan did leave his mark
on the Town of Milford with his accomplishments including the
reorganization and recodification of the entire Milford Zoning Ordinance
and Development Code that contains all of the regulations for land use
and building development in Milford. Bryhan also developed erosion
control regulations, and had begun the write-up for the State mandated
Capital Improvements Plan. In addition to the direct help that the
Planning Board received, having a full-time Zoning Administrator
streamlined the procedures for site and plan review for the public and
other town departments.
The Zoning Ordinance remains under continuous scrutiny by the
Planning Board and the Zoning Board of Adjustment. The recent
recodification and amendments designed to update or correct the
Ordinance has made it easier to use. The Master Plan adopted in 1985
continues to be a guideline for future land use and is consulted by the
Board for daily matters as well as the preparation of zoning amendments.
Updating the Zoning Ordinance is a continual process that attempts to
keep pace with the changes in our town.
The members of the Planning wish to thank all of the volunteers and
town employees for their help and support during the past year. A
special thanks is due to Shirley Carl who tirelessly serves as secretary
to both the Planning Board and the Board of Adjustment. Also, special
thanks goes to Peter Leishman, the Selectmen's Representative to the




TOWN RETIREMENT STUDY COMMITTEE
This committee was asked to conduct a study of the present Town
Retirement Systen, and to report its findings along with recommendations
to the Board of Selectmen.
Accordingly, the committee gathered Milford's available
demographic data relative to average compensation of employees, average
age of the workforce, and average years of creditable service under the
present (State) retirement system. The results were then compared to
similar data furnished by a number of New Hampshire communities of
comparable size, both within and without the State Retirement System.
Analysis of the data suggested that employee turnover prior to
the tenth (10th) year of creditable service (after which benefits vest)
has prevented the Town from realizing an optimal return upon its invest-
ment in the State system. Town funds contributed on behalf of employees
who terminate employment prior to bhecoming vested are not refundable to
the Town.
The committee then attempted to locate a replacement or
supplemental plan which would offer a more cost-effective return to the
employee upon the Town's contribution. One program was analyzed in
depth. It was concluded that the turnover/vesting problem would
probably remain a consideration, and a Town contribution several times
larger than presently required under the State plan would be necessary.
Consideration was also given to the possibility that the Town
might withdraw from the State system, and use the funds thus freed for
other forms of employee benefits and/or compensation.
A concensus developed that the most prudent course for the Town
to follow under the present circumstances would involve remaining in the
State Retirement System while continuing efforts to reduce employee
turnover. Given the large surplus in the State Retirement System, it
was also suggested that consideration be given to participation in a
legislative incentive to reduce the period of vesting in the State
system.
The above findings and recommendations were reported to the
Board of Selectmen on January 19, 1987.






Southern New Hampshire is enjoying great economic and industrial
growth as evidenced by Milford's own growth during 1986. But as the
economy grows, so does the demand for affordable housing. In this
aspect every community in the Southern tier is in distress. Milford
still has no low -income housing (those earning under $13,000 gross per
year), very limited moderate- income housing, and limited elderly
housing.
Of the 327 inquiries by potential clients, 33% were for rent
assistance or inquiry into affordable housing. If local industry is
to maintain it's workforce, affordable housing will become a key issue.
' Thirty Seven (37) families qualified under the Town of Milford Welfare
Guidelines. Of those families, twenty-six (26) needed rental
assistance.
This department will continue to seek alternate resources with
f
which to provide services when Town Assistance overlaps. We will
I
continue to assist those m need v;ho may not qualify for Town
I Assistance, but are in need of temporary help. We currently call upon
I other civic agencies and the local churches. Town Welfare continues to
I
participate in programs that provide education in areas of
identification of sexual emotional abuse of children, chemical
substance abuse, families in stress, rape and assault, planned
parenthood, crisis pregnancies, birth right, New England Food Bank. St.
Patrick's Church Food Pantry, Private Industries Job Training programs,
I
Nashua Adult Education programs, Milford Regional Counselling, Southern
I New Hampshire Services Fuel Assistance and Weatherization programs,
'distribution of surplus food commodities. Women, Infants and Children
-J
I
Nutrition, Head -Start and Day Care Education Programs, Elderly Housing
and the Retired Senior Volunteer Program. The Welfare department
receives much cooperation from the Visiting Nurses Association,
Hillsborough County Education, whose programs include GED tutoring,
English as a second language, budget and nutrition counselling. We also
I
are working with the Nashua Area Emergency Shelter for the homeless and
fare familiar with the elder-pet program, the Senior work programs,
national eye care for the low-income and elderly. We work with the New
Hampshire Legal Assistance with regards to common concerns of the poor,
and are working with suppliers of public utilities and landlords for the
II
benefit of the client.
The Town of Milford is liable for any poor person who qualifies
under the Welfare Guidelines. It is anticipated that costs will level
off in the next year.
Milford is very fortunate to have community minded people who are
willing to share their good fortunes. To close this report, I simply
thank all who extended their hand this past year.
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Date & Place Name
1986
Jan.
5 Nashua Brianna Desiree
7 Nashua Stephen Robert
9 Nashua Paul John
9 Nashua Cassandra Anne
9 Manchester Ryan Linden
10 Nashua Angela Marie




15 Nashua Scott Rilliam, Jr.
15 Nashua Melissa Ann




18 Nashua Angela Dawn
19 Nashua Richard Allen III
19 MilTord Isaac David
22 Nashua Deanna Lynn
24 Nashua Richard Paul
25 Nashua Courtney Marie
26 Nashua Cortney Jo
26 Milford Jesse Joseph
27 Nashua Amy Stephanie
29 Leominster MA Danielle Lill
29 Nashua Rachael Anne
30 Nashua John Russell
31 Nashua Rilliam Ernest IV
31 Nashua Rikki Jo Ann
Feb.
1 Nashua Shawn Eric
2 Nashua .Andrew Ryan McCarrol
3 Maiden MA Nicole Barbra
6 Nashua Sean David
7 Nashua Mallary Danielle
10 Nashua Ashley Elizabeth
15 Nashua Megan Elizabeth
16 Nashua Justine Lynn
17 Nashua Matthew Steven
26 Nashua Sean Ryan
2"^ Nashua Reid Fleming
Mar.
1 Nashua David Emerson Eugene
5 Nashua Scott Randall
5 Nashua Benjamin Jay
10 Nashua Eli sen Marjory
13 Nashua Mam Elizabeth
14 FitchburMj MA Keisey Anne
16 Nashua Ryan Mitchell
1
"^ Nashua Kendra Diana
1 '^ Najhua Jennifer Elizabeth
19 Mjlford Jeffrey Robert
20 Nashua Laur^en Victotua



















Lighthall, Stanley Jr. Pamela
Robbins, Joseph III Hendalyn
Robinson, Harvey Deborah
Mullikin. John IV Katherine
ian Randall, Mark Michelle
Lohe, James, Jr. Betty
Bambrick. Donald Carol
Schulte, Hilliam III Debra
Graham, Curtis Donella
Foskett, Steve Sherry


















McCreery, Arthur, Sr. Mary




22 Nashua Holly Jeanne Olivia
23 Nashua Maegan Nichole
24 Nashua James Lyman
26 Nashua Miriam Joy
26 Nashua Evan Spencer
27 Nashua Savannah Ashley
27 Peterborough Marcus Jeremy











































20 Peterborough Emily Rose
22 Winchester MA Jennifer Franc
























14 Nashua William Richard III










































Cooley, Richard .Jr. Linda
Friedrich, Thomas Marlene










Foss, James Mary Beth
Anderson, Lari^y Kan
Chappell, Roger Bonnie











14 N<j s h uci S i. o pha n i e !la r^ i e
16 Corioor^'J r>le . en Daniel
16 Na":huc. Taylor Andrcn
20 MarichesL-^r Katlu'yn F;li2abeth
21 N a 'j li a a Covc / J a m e s
21 Kashua Corey Jame'i;
2 2 NaLhua Michael Ross
2 2 Nashua Kii sl.in Maureen
2 2 Mil ford Dfex-rl James
2 3 Nashua Choi sea Scuar^t
26 Manchester •.'..nathan E'Jwan.J
2t Nashua CoutMn'; y Laut-en
T y i e r J a m e s
Dc van Lynn
Fradiev Michael














3 L o ph a n i s N i o o 1 e
Ma gq J e E J i z a be th
Delia Louise
12 Peterborough Erin Lynn
12 Nashua Aaron Chum
13 Nashua Laur^cn (Irace
1 "3 Nashua Michael Charles. Jr. L
16 Nashua Jacob Trv.-vor
1
"^ Nashua Michael Bat^nard
17 Nashua Valerie
17 Nashua TJiomas Francis
2 Nashua Kaleb Nathaniel
23 Nashua Jessica Ashley
2 4 Nashua Kevin Richard
2 7 Nashua i^rLhur Joseph IV M''
28 Nashua Dylan Patrick
3 Nashua Megan Lee
3 Nashua Sarah Elizabeth Mor
31 Stoughton MA Bi^ett Robert
Sept.
2 Nashua Geoffrey William
4 Nashua Kori Beth
5 Manchester^ Kristina Lynn
5 Nashua Adam Richard
9 Nashua Seth Patrick
10 Milford James Lee
12 Nashua Matthew Ryan
15 Nashua Thomas Jeffrey
15 Nashua Katherine Mae
15 Nashua Jason Robert
16 Peterborough Benjamin Burke
19 Nashua Richard Kelly
19 Nashua James Thomas
21 Nashua Kyle Ernest
22 Nashua Curtis William Randal
23 Nashua Matthew Thomas































Gonagl e, Arthur III Tammy
Faneuf. Daniel Mary
McGinnis, William Robin
cester. Chri s topher Denise
Joy, Robert Barbara



















24 Peterborough Brice Edward Thompson, William Constance
j
24 Nashua Deriuck Richard Couture, Richard Gelsa
125 Nashua Alisha Sharlene Cargill, Danny Jane
2" Nashua Nicole Lee Krieger. James Linda
30 Nashua Katalyn Ann Harroff, Noel Mary
Oct.
2 Nashua Colin Patrick Clarry, George Christine
4 Nashua Kiera Shannon Lassiter, Jimmie Tammy
5 Nashua Nicholas James Shepard, Donald Sandra
5 Nashua Jennifer Garcia, Michael Susette
6 Nashua Chad Steven Bullard. Mark Kristine
8 Nashua Brent Alan Hood. Richard Christine
9 Nashua Skyler Hayward Byrd, Steven Bonnie
10 Nashua Kristina Lynn Hicks, James Melody
14 Nashua Kyle Richar'd Meedzan, Leo Carol
15 Manchester Malyssa Marie Mann, Timmy Maryann
19 Nashua Jared Thomas Cahill, Michael Charlene
20 Nashua Jessica Cory Hughes, J. Sheldon Kim
§21 Nashua Richard Aaron Vickery, Ri chared Debra
'23 Nashua John Clement Hiley, Robert Marianne
25 Nashua Ian Joseph Hackie, James Donna
28 Nashua Shawn Timothy Ward, Frank Debra
31 Nashua Dominic Vincent Masucci, Christopher Linda
Nov.
2 Nashua Leanne Michele Babinski, Jeffrey Linda
5 Nashua Anthony Joseph Comire. Roger Jeanette
6 Nashua Melissa Lee White, Christopher Marsha
9 Nashua Holly Ann Warner, Leo Brenda
12 Nashua Daniel Patrick Rochford. Kevin Kerry
18 Nashua Emily Jean Cannon, Dennis Jean
20 Nashua Jeffrey Daniel LeMere, Joseph Tammy
27 Nashua Ashley June LaRiccia, David Sheryl
28 Manchester Alexie Nicole Marrocco. Joseph Lauren
28 Nashua Seana Donelle Jones. Edward Rhonda
29 Nashua Andrew Edward Warren, Jeffrey Betsy
30 Nashua Baby Girl Stokes, Ronald Janeen
Dec.
1 Nashua Alison Marie Vallier, Gary Marion
2 Nashua Mark Thomas Landers. Thomas Karen
3 Milford Jared Michael Bieschke, William Cathleen
8 Nashua William Thomas III Livingstone, Wm. II Christine
8 Nashua Katie Lynch, Michael Pamela
8 Nashua Christopher Anthony Porter, Christopher Judie
11 Nashua Justin Hayes Hhitten, James Lisa
18 Nashua Holly Heden Amato, Paul Nancy
18 Nashua Sarah Ann Lemire, Michael Penny
25 Nashua Christopher Nicholas Boissonnaul t, Donald Rebecca

























































Laforme, Darla Concord Cram.
Ouellette, Anna Nashua NH
Schilling, Vivian Concord Crem.
Hilson, Charles T. Concord Crem
Adamii, George N. Chichester NH
Richelli, Anthony Ri/erside Cem.
Kelsey, Albert Bronx NY
Pellerin, Donalda Hilton NH
Vigneault, Eugene Riverside Cem.
Gibbons, Harold Kilton NH
Daniels, Maurice Rivei^side Cem.
Hogan, Christina Lonell MA
Kizirian, Edward Nashua NH
Hilliams, Halter Canaan NH
Calderara, Joseph Riverside Cem.
Duval, Delphine New Ipswich NH
Putnam, Ralter Riverside Cem.
McGettigan, Florence Nashua NH
Fitzgerald, Frances Riverside Cem.
Akerman, Raymond C. Riverside Cem.
Burgeson, Richard Riverside Cem.
Brodeur, Germaine Manchester NH
Kronzak, Robert Riverside Cem.
Duclos, Georgiana Nashua, NH
Came, Marion Riverside Cem.
Jarboe, Etha St. Petersburg, FLA
Bussiere, Arthur Manchester NH
Ingalls, Alice Jaffrey NH
Cole, Bertha Concord NH
Ciardelli, Mario Riverside Cem.
Kolehmainen, Eino Concord Crem.
0' Leary, Brenda Riverside Cem.
Gibbons, Louise Hilton NH
Maldarelli, John New Ipswich NH
Wason, Helene New Boston NH
Breton, Joseph Haverhill MA
O'Donnell, Alfred North Yard Cem.
Gray, George Bennington NH
Silva, Joseph Riverside Cem.
Kallman, Clara Derry NH
Langley, Kenneth Concord Crem.
LaPonsie, Deborah Hilton NH
Elliott, Mary Riverside Cem.
Raesly, Marguerite Quakertown NJ
Frechette, David Groveton NH
Anderson, Evelyn Riverside Cem.
Leduc, Aram Hilton NH
Macbeth, John Concord Crem.
Dionne, Omer Nashua NH
Biron, Lena Manchester NH
Robertson, Bessie Riverside Cem.
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lay 17 Peterborough McLean, Lillian Riverside Cem.
Lohnes, Antonnette Concord Crem.
Larson, Olytnpia Riverside Cem.
Stacy, Charles Concord Crem.
Trombly, Corlis Amherst NH
Bernasconi, Louis Riverside Cem.
lune 9 Milford Rakip, Kenneth Restford MA
Tremblay, Lillian Manchester NH
Hutchinson, Fred Amherst NH
Flanagan, Margaret Riverside Cem.
Macisso, Arlene S. Portland ME
Maldarelli, Albina New IpsRich NH
Shattuck, Grace Pepperell MA
Umenhofer, Muriel Amherst NH
Hright, Roy Concord Crem.
Rudd, Elaine Concord Crem.
Nevens, Mary Riverside Cem.
Foote, Jane Amherst NH
Jarest, Leah Riverside Cem.
Potter, Florence Nashua NH
Davis, Marion Rindge NH
Cheever, William Andover MA
Tracy, Gladys Riverside Cem.
Blakney, Rillard Fall River MA
Hodgkins, Alma Brookline MA
Comstock, Allan Concord Crem.
Amirault, Archie Concord Crem.
Denton, Louisa Glen Burnie MD
Laflamme, Victoria Nashua NH
Burnham, Vera Concord Crem.
Daniels, Emma Riverside Cem.
Aug 2 Nashua Heino, Aarne Riverside Cem.
Hisniewski, Benjamin Haverhill MA
Pitanis, James Nashua NH
Anderson, EllsHorth Riverside Cem.
Boulton, Elaine Riverside Cem.
Chase, Edna Norwood MA
Fowle, Emily Amherst NH
Comstock, Rock Andover NY
Beaudin, J. Albert Manchester NH
Hatch, George Riverside Cem,
iept 5 Milford Kierstead, Michael Seabrook NH
Laflame, Nelson Hinchendon MA
Zwinglas, Ruby Pepperell MA
Nixon, Cheyenne Riverside Cem.
Arthur, Killiam Haltham MA
Lincoln. Nilah K. Riverside Cem.
Clarke, Ralph H. Riverside Cem.
Fradette, Norman Manchester NH
Bennett, Leuis H. Concord Crem.
Davis, Leon D. Nashua NH
Emelson. Birdine Riverside Cem.
Harwood, Edwina J. Marblehead MA
Karstock, John Hudso NH


















































29 Mi If ord
2 Nashua
2 Nashua
Nov. 2 Nashua HaskieHic2, Julia Riverside Cem.
Karnis, Samuel Riverside Cem.
Rarner, Mabel Amherst NH
Morin, Mary Bedford NH
Darling, Julie Hudson NH
Holmes, George Riverside Cem.
Bernasconi, Marjorie Rest St. Cem.
Dec. 6 Milford Chappell, Perley Riverside Cem.
Rhitten, Mabel Hilton NH
Stanley, Harry State Road NC
Briand, Ryan Hudson NH
Niedzinski, Anna Rorcester MA
Davis, George Brookline NH
Blenkhorn, Hallett Concord Crem.
Allen, Orlo Riverside Cem.
































BROUGHT FROM AKAY AND BURIED IN MILFORD

















2 7 Nashua NH
14 Nashua NH
17 Bt^esxster MA
2 2 Nashua NH
4 Chelsea MA
6 Concord NH
22 Punta Gorda FL
29 Nashua NH
2 Nashua NH
2 Eurl I ngt on MA
17 Epsom NH


















































































SYNOPSIS OF THE 193RD TORN MEETING, MILFORD. N. H.
MARCH 11, 1986 --MARCH 13, 1986 -- AND MARCH 19,1986.
Tohn Meeting for election of officers and school meeting for election of
officers opened at 11:00 o'clock in the morning by reading of the Town
Warrant by Moderator Robert Phil brick.
Motion was made and seconded, to close the polls at 8:00 o'clock p.m.,
and voted unanimously in the affirmative.
First man voter, Antimo Carpentiere, first Homan voter Catherine
Richardson: last man vote!% Paul Fessenden, last woman voter Diane
VaUdriel.
Election officers present; Moderator, Robert Philbrick; Assistant
Moderator, Lorraine Prestipino; Supervisors of the Checklists, Edward
Thane, John Farwell and Frances Rivard; Town Clerk, Nilfred Leduc.
Moderator Philbrick called to oi^der the 193rd Town Meeting of the Town
of Milford, at 6:42 P.M. Present for the meeting were the Board of
Selectmen, Chairman Rosario Ricciardi, Hilliam English and Avery
Johnson; Administrative Assistant, Lee Mayhew; Secretary to the
Selectmen. Lorraine Carson; Town Counsel, William Drescher;
Superintendent of Public Works, Robert Courage, Chief of Police, Steven
Sexton; Planning and Zoning Administrator, Bryhan McMahon; Building
Inspector, Robert Millard; Town Clerk, Wilfred Leduc; Deputy Town Clerk,
Nancy Schooley; Budget Committee, Chairman Richard St. Cyr, Cindy
Salisbury, Richard Jarvis. Richard Piper, Anne Adams, and Michael Deasy;
Minutes recorded by Linda L. Miles, assisted by Helen Draper; Audio
assistance provided by Linda Deutsch, Darci Houor, Stacy Hillman,
Richard Rudolfo, Timothy Eachobacca, Shawn Mamone and Craig Gallant.
The Moderator asked the assembly to rise and remain standing for the
opening ceremony. The colors were presented by Cub Scout Pack 4,
Michael Kelley, Michael Putman, Brad Almy, Jonathan Perkins, Larry
Leavitt and Charles Millard. The invocation was given by Father Paul
Demontminy, Associate Pastor of Saint Patrick's Church.
Moderator Philbrick announced some housekeeping rules. Each voter must
wear an or^ange sticker in order to speak and vote; the sticker shows he
is a resident of the Town of Milford. All who wish to speak shall first
be recognized, stand, utilize a microphone and state their name. The
polls will remain open for voting until 8:00 p.m. The Moderator will
not entertain any motion to reconsider unless it is made immediately
after the vote on the article concerned. The Moderator expressed the
Town' s appreciation to the League of Women Voters for the printing and
distribution of their Town Meeting Guide. The Moderator announced that
no major articles would be discussed or voted on until after the polls
closed at 8: 00 p. m.
Bartolo Prestipino made a motion that debate on each article be limited
to three quarters of an hour to enable the meeting to proceed as quickly
as possible. It was seconded and voted in the affirmative.
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Michael Dea^sy of the Budget Committee made a motion that the meetinq
consider the following articles in the order stated; 17, 19, 25, 26, 27,
29. 42, 66, 3, 4, 2, and the remaining articles to be considered in the
order as published in the warrant. The motion was seconded b/ the
Budget Committee and voted unanimously.
ARTICLE 17. It was moved b> the fire Wards, seconded by the Rudqet
Committee and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000.00 for the purpose of purchasing six (6) pagers fot^ use by the
Milford Fire Department and further authorize the amount required for
this purpose to be "withdrawn from the Federal Revenue Sharing fund, or
take any other action r^elative thereto.
ARTICLE 19. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously vot,f!d to r^iise and appropriate the sum
of $i,700.00 for the replacement of ten (10' pagers for the Milford
Volunteer Ambulance Service. And further to author'ize the withdrawal of
,
the amount required for this put^pose from the Federal Revenue Sharing
fund, as part two of a two year replacement program, or take any other
action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 25. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $25,000.00 to replace the 1968 Ford Tractor/ Mower with a 1986 Case-
International Model 885 Tractor/Mower broom, and further to authorize
j the withdrawal of the amount required for this put^pose from the Federal
Revenue Sharing fund, or take any other action t^elative thereto.
I
ARTICLE 26. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $15,491.00 to replace the 1975 Chevrolet C-30 one ton dump truck with
a 1986 Chevrolet Model CC31003 one ton dump truck, said appropriation to
include two way radio, and further to authorize the withdrawal of the
amount required for this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund,
or take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 27. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $9,032.00 to replace the 1979 one half ton Chevrolet C-10 pickup
truck with a 1986 G. M. C. Model TC-10703 one half ton pickup truck, said
appropriation to include two way radio, and further to authorize the
withdrawal of the amount required for this purpose from the Federal
Revenue Sharing Fund, or take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 29. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $5,500.00 to purchase a floor mounted garage lift of 9,000 pound
capacity for the Milford Public Horks Department, and further to
authorize the withdrawal of the amount required for this purpose from
the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund, or take any other action relative
thereto.
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ARTICLE 42. It Has moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to authorize nithdranal from the
Revenue Sharing Fund established under the provisions of the State and
Local Assistance Act of 1972, as amended in 1976 by the second session
of the 94th Congress for use as set-offs against budget appropriations
in the amount indicated; and further to authorize the Selectmen to make
pro-rata reductions in the amounts if estimated entitlements are reduced
or take any other action relative thereto.
Audit $400. 00
ARTICLE 66. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of 013,862.00 for the purpose of hiring a full time secretary to the
Planning Board, Board of Adjustment and Building Inspector Office and to
further authorize the Board of Selectmen upon approval of this article,
to insert it into the budget as an annual expenditure,




Overtime 260 hours/year 8 months 1,129.00
or take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 3. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen and seconded by the
Budget Committee to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,400,000.00 for
the purpose of establishing an i ntermunici pal connection for the receipt
of potable water from (vendor yet to be determined) including
engmeet^i ng, piping, pumps, fittings, controls, and any and all other
equipment and/or services required to place the intermunicipal
connection in operational condition, such sum to be raised by the
issuance of bonds ov serial notes, authorized and issued under and in
compliance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (New
Flampshire Revised Statutes Annotated 33.1 et seq. , as amended) and to
authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and
to determine the rate of interest thereon and to take such action as may
be necBssat^y to effect the issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery of
such bonds or^ notes as shall be in the best interests of the Town of
Milford, and pass any vote relating thereto. This article must be voted
by ballot and requires a two- thirds majority for passage.
ARTICLE 4. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen and seconded by the
Budget Committee to raise and appropriate the sum of $697,000.00 to
install new or t>eplace existing water main piping at the following
locations:
2b46 lineal feet of 12" pi pt on Elm Street
500 lineal feet of 12" pipe on Savage Road
330 lineal feet of 8" pipe on Chestnut Street
640 lineal feet of 12" pipe on Rest Str^eet
845 lineal feet of 8" pipe on Souhegan Street
1700 lineal feet of 10" pipe on Prospect Street
782 lincial feet of 12" pipe on Mont Vernon Street
850 lineal feet of 8" pipe at Keyes Field.
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Such sum to be raised through the issuance of either bonds or serial
notes under and in compliance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated 33. 1 et seq. , as
amended) and to authorize the Selectmen to determine the date and place
of payments of such bonds or serial notes and to determine the rate of
interest thereon, and to take such other steps as may be necessary to
negotiate such bonds or serial notes as shall be in the best interests
of the Town of Milford, and pass any vote relating thereto. This
article must be voted by ballot and requires a two-thirds majority for
passage.
At 8: 00 p. m. the Moderator declared the polls closed. Tellers were
asked to proceed to the stage to begin counting ballots.
Richard Hillman, Commander of the Barley Sanford Post of the Veterans of
Foreign Hars presented the Town with the book My Country Tis of Thee.
The gift was accepted by Chairman Ricciardi.
Chairman Ricciardi requested a moment of silence in memory of formei^
Selectman Ralter Putnam. The Moderator requested a rising vote of
thanks to former Selectman Ernie Barrett, who resigned from the Board in
January. Fireward Tortorelli requested a rising vote of thanks to
[Steven Sears who is retiring from the Fire Department after 36 years of
(Service.
i^The Budget Committee made a motion and it was seconded that when
irecessed, the Town Meeting be reconvened on Thursday, March 13 at 7 p.m.
i!At 8: 30 p. m. the polls were opened for ballot voting on Articles 3 and
4. The polls will remain open for one hour. The Moderator announced
that as result of properly filed petitions. Articles 11 and 71 will be
voted by ballot.
ARTICLE 11. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen and seconded to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to sell to the Souhegan Valley
Manufactured Housing Cooperative, a parcel of land of approximately
fifty ( 50) plus or minus acres, the same being a portion of the property
acquired by the Town of Milford pursuant to a deed from Hitchiner
Manufacturing Company, inc., dated November 22, 1985, and since recorded
in the Hillsborough County Registry of Deeds, pursuant to a Purchase and
Sales Agreement between the Town of Milford and the Souhegan Valley
i Manufactured Housing Cooperative that will provide that the purchaser
Hill undertake to secure all approvals and comply with all applicable
Milford Planning and Zoning regulations necessar-y to subdivide
I
approximately fifty (50) acres plus or minus from the parent tract.
Souhegan Valley Manufactured Housing Cooperative will then pa/ Two
Thousand ($2,000.00) dollars per acre for the total acreage involved.
The purpose of this conveyance to the Souhegan Valley Manufactured
Housing Cooperative is to provide a suitable location for the re-
1 establishment of persons and/or manufactured housing displaced by virtue
of the discontinuance of the Town and Country Mobile Home Park on Nashua
I
Street in Milford and, it is to be understood that all applicable planning,
I
zoning, septic and water requirements for the establishment of such a
|i community would be met and if unable to be met, this authorization will
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be null and /oi d.
Richiird Stetson moved. it: was seconded and voted in the negative by a
voic.^ \otc to amend the first paragraph of Article 11 as follows:
Delete the second sentence referencing two thousand dollars per acre in
its enticHity and replace it Hith the folloning:
ooiihegan Valley Manfactured Housing C(K>perative will then pay an
amount equal to the true mar-ket value for the total acreage involved,
such amount to be d<.termined by averaging the appraisals of the true
market, /alue of the undeveloped plot by three independent member's of the
American Association of Cer'tified Real Estate Appraisers, to be chosen
by the Board of Selectmen, and paid I'oc by the Souhegan Valley
Manufactured Housing Cooperative, the amount of such payment to be
deducted from the final purchase price.
The next item for consideration is Article 5 Hhich will be voted by
ballot .it thr same time as Article 11.
ARTTCLE 5. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen and seconded by the
Budget Committe-f: to raise and appi-opriate a sum not to exceed
$528,000.00 fot^ the development, design and construction necessary to
uriderLakn to operate a new Town Police Department facility. Said figure
consists of the follovring cost items:
Construction, reno/ation, site work
Seinet- ex t e n s i. o n t o s i t
e




Said sum to be i^aised by the issuance of either bonds or serial notes in
compliance with applicable state law and to authorize the Selectmen to
determine the date and place of payments of such bonds or notes and to
determine the rate of interest thereon as they determine to be in the
best interests of the Town. To the extent that the Selectmen are
capable and deem it appropriate, they may raise such portions of said
sum, by application for appr^opriate Federal, State or private funds
that may be available and pass any vote relating thereto.
At 9: Jl p.m. Moderator Philbrick deemed the polls closed for ballot
voting on Articles 3 and 4. Tellers were directed to begin counting
ballots. Moderator Philbrick announced the results of the ballot votes
on Articles 3 and 4. Article 3, $1,400,000.00 for an intermunici pal
water hookup: 608 votes cast, 2/3 required for passage is 406.
YES 302 '^NO 306
Article was defeated. Article 4, $697,000.00 to replace water pipes:
613 votes cast, 2/3 required for passage is 409.
^YES 432 NO 181
Article 4 was passed. An amendment to Article 5 by Mervin Newton
regarding charges to hookup to the sewer extension was deemed out of
order by the Moderator on advice of Town Counsel because it is contrary
to Town policy for all other areas of Town.
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\t 10; 10 p. m. the Moderator deemed the polls open for ballot voting on
Irticles 5 and 11. Article 5 will require a 2/3 affirmative vote for
Dassage and the polls must remain open for one hour on this issue,
irticle 11 requires only a simple majority for passage. Moderator
i^hilbrick announced the results of the ballot votes for Town Officers.
There Here a total of 1,323 ballots cast. The results are as follows:
Town Clerk for Three Years
''^'Wilfred A. Leduc 1,250
Town Treasurer for One Year
^Septima L. Gaidmore 1,217
Scattered votes 2
Trustee of Trust Funds for Three Years
'^Richard P. Fisk 1 , 181
Selectman for Three Years
Hilliam C. English 374
'"^Peter R. Leishman 914
Selectman for Two Years
Vivian R. Barry 395
^Richard A. Medlyn 679
Hilliam R. Sylvester 146
Scattered votes 19
Fire Harden for Three Years
a Christopher S. Robbins 433
! ^^James K. Hetherbee 862
Scattered votes 4
Library Trustee for Three Years
''Denise Johnson 1,066
'^Ronald N. Lindquist 878
Scattered votes 4
Moderator for Two Years
^Robert D. Philbrick 1,218
Scattered votes 7
Supervisor of Checklists for Six Years
'^Elisabeth S. Blacklock 1,151
Scattered votes 5
''Deemed elected by Moderator Philbrick.
The Moderator requested that the elected officials remain after the
neeting to be sworn in.
ARTICLE 41. QUESTION NO. 1 . Shall the provisions of Ch. 287 RSA relative
ito playing of Beano be adopted in this town? ( Do you want to allow
jplaying of Beano?)
'^YES 910 NO 292
ARTICLE 2. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen and seconded to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,221,000.00 for the construction of a
gravel packed well at the Stellos-Hhalen-Chappell site, so called, and
access road, including engineering, development of the well, pumps, pump
house, fittings, controls, corrosion treatment water mains necessary to
jconnect the well to the existing water system and any and all other
equipment and/or services required to place the Chappell-Stellos-Curtis
Hellfield, so called, in operational condition, such sum to be raised by
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the issuance of bonds or serial notes authorized and issued under and m
compliance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act ( Nen
Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated 33.1 et seq. , as amended) and to
authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or not
to determine the rate of
may be necessary
of such bonds or
Milford and pass a
Moderator Philbrick announced the results of the ballot votes for School
Officers. There were a total of 1,316 ballots cast. The results are as
follows:
Moderator for One Year
^Robert D. Philbrick
Scattered votes
Clerk for One Year
'^Sandra S. Richard
Other
Treasurer for One Year
''^Francis H. Mistrangelo
Scattered votes
















'^Deemed elected by Moderator Philbrick.
The Moderator requested that the elected officials remain after the
meeting to be SKorn in.
At 11:00 p.m. the polls were opened for balJot voting on Article 2.
This article requires a two thirds majority for* passage. The polls will
remain open for one hour.
ARTICLE 15. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Fire Hards and almost unanimously voted to r^aise and appropriate the sum
of $139,000.00 to purchase a new pumper/ tanker combination and the
equipping thereof for the Milford Fire Department and to authorize the
withdrawal of $40,000.00 of principal and interest from the Capital
Reserve Fund established for such. And further authorize the withdrawal
of $24,647.00 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund to apply to this
appropriation, and the balance of $74,353.00 to be raised and
appropriated by Town Funds, or take any other action relative thereto.
The Budget Committee recommended that if Article 15 passed, Article 16
be defeated. The Fire Hards agreed to withdraw Article 16 if Article 15
passes. The Planning Board supports Article 15. The current tanker is
a 1974 that is no longer reliable; it will be retained to be used at a
future substation.
ARTICLE 16. This Article was withdrawn by the Fire Hards.
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ARTICLE 8. It Has moved, seconded, and unanimously defeated to raise
and appropriate the sum of $240, 000. 00 to purchase restore and preserve
Eagle Hall. Such preservation and restoration activities are to be
overseen by the Board of Selectmen and to the extent that the Selectmen
and/or other interested parties are capable and the Selectmen deem
appropriate, they may raise such preservation and restoration sums by
application for appropriate Federal, State or private funds that may be
available, or take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 69. It was moved, seconded, and unanimously defeated to
authori2e the Board of Selectmen to purchase, restore and preserve Eagle
Hall. Such preservation and restoration activities are to be overseen
by the Board of Selectmen and to the extent that the Selectmen and/or
other interested parties are capable and the Selectmen deem appropriate,
they may raise such preservation and restoration sums by application for
appropriate Federal, State or private funds that may be available, or
take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 68. It was moved, seconded and almost unanimously voted to
adopt the folloHing ordinance:
"ORDINANCE RELATIVE TO SPECIAL PLATES FOR
FORMER PRISONERS OF KAR"
By authority of the NHRSA 1985, in particular NHRSA 261, Section 157-a,
j the following ordinance regulating the issuance of special plates for
former prisoners of war is hereby established:
The Town of Milford waives the fee to be charged for the permit to
register one motor vehicle owned by a person who was captured or
j
incarcerated for thirty ( 30) days or more while serving in a qualifying
• war or armed conflict as defined in RSA 72: 8, IV, and who was honorably
discharged, provided the person has provided the town clerk with
satisfactory proof of these circumstances."
This ordinance shall take effect at midnight on April 1st, 1986, or take
any other action relative thereto.
At 11:10 p.m. Moderator Philbrick deemed the polls closed for ballot
voting on Article 5.
ARTICLE 55. It has moved, seconded and almost unanimously voted that
the /oters of the Town of Milford will go on record as opposing locating
any nuclear^ waste depository in the southwest corner^ of New Hampshire or
in any other part of our state, or take any other action relative
thereto.
ARTICLE 52. The Board of Selectmen moved, the Budget Committee
seconded, and it was unanimously voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to make application for, accept and expend on behalf of the
tokn, any and all grants, aids, gifts or other funds for town purposes
which may noK, or hereafter be forthcoming from the United States
Government or from the State of New Hampshire or from any other source,
and to apply said monies to any lawful use, or take any other action
'"dative thereto.
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ARTICLE 59. It Has moved, seconded and unanimously voted to adopt a
plan for extending to employees of the Milford Area Communications
Center the benefits of Title II of the Federal Social Security Act (Old
Age, Survivors, Disability and Health Insurance) as authorized by
Chapter 101 of the Revised statutes annotated amended by Chapter 302 and
322 of the Laws of 1955 and the sum necessary to defray the tonn' s share
of the cost thereof being raised as part of the general budget, or take
any other action relative thereto.
Moderator Philbrick announced the results of the ballot vote on Article
11. The total votes cast were 627.
YES 271 *N0 356
ARTICLE 60. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted that as a plan for social
security coverage was adopted, to authorize the governing board of the
Milford Area Communication Center facility to execute, on behalf of
that facility, the necessary agreement with the State of New Hampshire
to carry into effect the plan and to see if the Town will designate the
Administrator of the Milford Area Communication Center facility as the
officer to be responsible for the administration of the plan, or take
any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 49. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,814.00 for the Town's share of the Nashua Regional Solid Haste
Management Plan District budget for 1986 for administrative and
engineering consultation, or take any other action t^elative thereto.
ARTICLE 50. It was moved, seconded and unanimously voted to raise and
appropriate the sum of $927. 00 for Milford' s share of the Nashua
Regional Planning Commission's continuing special assessment of
groundwater protection for one year, or take any other action relative
thereto.
ARTICLE 35. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to pass over Article 35. The
Board of Selectmen have no desire to establish a capital reserve fund
for sewer construction at this time.
ARTICLE 36. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to pass over Article 36. The
Board of Selectmen has no desire to establish a capital reserve fund for
water services at this time.
ARTICLE 53. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,000.00 for the support of the Milford Historical Society in
continuing the development and maintenance of their home, the purpose of
which is to ensure the preservation of Milford' s antiquities and -jhare
them with the students and townspeople, or take any other action
relative thereto.
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ARTfCLC 54. It was moveO by the Boar^d of Selectmen, seconded by the
Cudoet Committee and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $3,000.00 Coc the Cont-erva ti on Commission to continue its work, or
take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICL.S 57. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budqel Committee and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the
.amount of $2,500.00 €or the annuaJ rental of the White Parking Lot and
authorize the Board of Selectmen to use said lot as parking space for
ToiNn employees, or take any othei^ action relative thereto.
' .\RTICLC 43. It was moved b: the Board oV Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously vottd to raise and appropriate the sum
I of $1,500.00 foi' payment to the Souhegan Valley Association for the
'Handicapped to help defray the cost of program services to handicapped
j
individuals in our tos.nship, or take an./ other^ action relative thereto.
I
^!
ARTICLE 44. It was amended by the Budget Committee, seconded and
]
unanimoiisl y voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500.00 for
contribution to the Nashua Community Council Mental Health Clinic or
take any other action relative thereto.
The Moderator announced the results of the ballot vote on Article 5.
Ther"-: were a total of 629 votes cast; two thirds I'equired for passage is
, 410.
YES 308 ^NO 321
ARTICLE 46. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to I'aise and appropriate the sum
of $", 6P>0. 00 for^ cent t\i bution to St. Joseph Community Services Inc. in
order for them to continue the meals program to the older persons of
Milford. or Lake any action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 47. It was amended by the Budget Committee, seconded and
unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500.00 to
assist the Veterans of Foreign Rars and private Milfor'd business
contributors in helping to underwrite the ever - increasi ng costs of the
annual Labor Day Parade and thus ensure its continuance for the
enjoyment of the children and citizens of Milford and our visitors, or
take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 48. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $4,199.00 to participate in the Nashua Regional Planning Commission,
or take any other action relative thereto.
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ARTICLE 56. It. was moved by the Budget Committee, seconded by the Board
of Selectmen and unanimously voted to pass over this article. The
exemption for the blind article needed to be presented by petition
rather than by the Board of Selectmen. However, there will still be an
adjustment for the blind. They should apply to the Board of Selectmen
for^ the exemption.
At 11:44 p.m. it was moved, seconded and unanimously voted to recess the
193rd Town Meeting of the Town of Milford until 7:00 p.m. on Thursday,
March 13, 1986.
At 12:00 midnight Moderator Philbrick deemed the polls closed on Article
2. Results of the ballot vote on Article 2 were announced. There were
total of 359 votes cast; two thirds required for passage is 240.
Yes 212 *N0 147
At 12:20 a.m. on Rednesday, March 12, 1986, the results of the ballot
votes on Article 9 ( zoning amendments) were announced. There were a
total of 1288 votes cast. The results are as follows: To amend Article
II, Residence A District of the zoning ordinance; To amend Article II,
Residence B District; To amend Ar^ticle II, Residential R District; To
amend Article II~ General Provisions of the zoning ordinance:
''^YES 666 No 402
BALLOT VOTE NO. 2: Are you in favor of Amendment Number 2 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town of Milford zoning ordinance as follows:
To Amend Article II ~ General Provisions of the zoning ordinance;
Residence B District: Results are as follows:
YES 717 >^N0 360
A protest petition was filed on this question, requiring two-thirds
majority for passage. The question required 718 votes for passage and
was therefore defeated.
BALLOT VOTE NO. 3: Are you in favor of Amendment Number 3 as Proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town of Milford zoning ordinance as follows:
To amend Article I (Signs and Advertising--General Standards with
Grandfather Clause.) All signs which legally exist as of March 11, 1986
shall be considered exempt from the provisions and standards of this
section.
*YES 691 NO 371
BALLOT VOTE NO. 4: Are you in favor of Amendment Number 4 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town of Milford zoning ordinance as follows:
To amend Article I (Earth Removal Permits required)
'^YES 749 . NO 303
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BALLOT VOTE NO. 5: Are you in favor of Amendment Number 5 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town of Milford zoning ordinance as follows:
,To amend Article I (Net Tract Area).
YES 697 NO 339
BALLOT VOTE NO. 6: Are you in favor of Amendment Number 6 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town of Milford zoning ordinance as follows:
To Amend Article I ( definition of "two-family dwelling)
W
''YES 778 NO 2 5 9
BALLOT VOTE NO. 7: Are you in favor of Amendment Number 7 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town of Milford zoning ordinance as
ifolloRs: To amend Article II of the zoning ordinance (subdivision plan
'or private ways)
YES 659 No 376
BALLOT VOTE NO 8. Are you in favor of Amendment Number 8 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town of Milford zoning ordinance as follows:
To amend Article II of the zoning ordinance (Official Zoning Map).
^ye: 701 No 316
BALLOT VOTE NO. 9. Are you in favor of Amendment Number 9 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town of Milford zoning ordinance as
follows: To amend Article II (Residential A Di strict Yard
requirements) .
^'^YES 745 NO 89
BALLOT VOTE NO. 10. Are you in favor of Amendment Number 10 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town of Milford zoning ordinance as
follows: To amend Article II (Commercial Di strict Yard Requirements).
'^ye; 690 NO 323
BALLOT VOTE NO. 11. Are you in favor of Amendment Number 11 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town of Milford zoning ordinance as
.follows: To amend Article IV (Driveway Entrance Permits).
*YES 606 NO 434
BALLOT VOTE NO. 12. Are you in favor of Amendment Number 12 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town of Milford zoning ordinance as
follows: To amend Article IV, Administration ( Road System layout and
construction) .
•YES 54 NO 272
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BALLOT VOTE NO. 13. Are you in favor of Amendment Number 13 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town of Milford zoning ordinance as
follows: To amend Section D, ( Permitted Uses of the Aquifer Protection
District) .
*YES 750 NO 292
BALLOT VOTE NO, 14. Are you in favor of Amendment Number 14 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the ToHn of Milford zoning ordinance as
follows: To amend Article IV, Administration ( Number of appointed
members Board of Adjustment and term of office).
To amend Article I V-Administration (Request for a permit that requires a
variance-who may apply and how).
To amend Article IV- Administration (time limit for rehearing).
To amend Article IV-Administration-( special exceptions).
To amend Article I V-Administration-( update of Board of Adjustment
established)
To amend Article IV-Administration-( to reverse any order or requirement)
*YES 730 NO 244
BALLOT VOTE NO. 15. Are you in favor of Amendment Number 1 5 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town of Milford zoning ordinance as
follows: Amending Building Code-Certificate of Occupancy and Fee
Schedule and the BOCA Basic Building Code adopted; To amend the Building
Code pertaining to electrical wiring.
*YES 718 NO 257
BALLOT VOTE NO. 16. PETITION TO AMEND ZONING ORDINANCE - Now come all
the undersigned, all legal voters of the Town of Milford, and, pursuant
to the authority set forth in NHRSA 675.4 do hereby petition the Board
of Selectmen of the Town of Milford to place the following article on
the Harrant for the annual Town Meeting to be held in 1986:
To see whether the Town will vote to change the classification of the
Zoning District for that portion of Lot 85 on Map 5 of the Town Maps for
the Town of Milford now classified Residence A from Residence A to
Residence B, the said lot being situated on the Easterly side of South
Street and Route 101.
YES 152 *N0 848
BALLOT VOTE NO. 17. PETITION TO AMEND ZONING ORDINANCE - Now come all
the undersigned, all legal voters of the Town of Milford, and. pursuant
to the authority set forth in NHRSA 675.4 do hereby petition the Board
of Selectmen of the Town of Milford to place the following article on
the Harrant for the annual Town Meeting to be held in 1986:
To see whether the Town will vote to change the classification of the
zoning District for that portion of Lot 5-102-12 of the Town Maps for
the Town of Milford now classified Industrial to RESIDENCE b the :.aid
lot being situated on the Hesterly side of Power^s Street.
YES 178 '^NO 812
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BALLOT VOTE NO. 18. PETITION TO AMEND ZONING ORDINANCE - Nor come all
the undersigned, all legal voters of the Town of milford, and, pursuant
to the authority set forth in NHRSA 675.4 do hereby petition the Board
of Selectmen of the Town of Milford to place the following article on
the Harrant for the annual Town Meeting to be held 1986:
To see whether the Town will vote to change the classification of the
zoning District described below, currently zoned Residence B so that is
changed to Residence A. The district or section thereof to which this
relates to Town of Milford Tax Map 5, the area in whole shall be
considered as an expansion of the existing, adjacent Residential "A"
Zoning District.
YES 456 *N0 529
I
A protest petition was filed on this question requiring two-thirds
affirmative vote for passage. The question was defeated.
Moderator Philbrick called the recessed session of the 193rd Town
Meeting of the Town of Milford to order at 7:10 p.m. on Thursday, March
il,3, 1986.
ARTICLE 7. It was amended by the Board of Selectmen and seconded to
raise and approprviate the sum of $556,000.00 for the purpose of
^designing and constructing sludge composting facilities as an addition
! to the Town sewerage and sewage treatment facilities which are
requirements contained in the Federal Hater Pollution Control Act, as
I
amended (33 U. S. C. Paragraph 1251 et seq. ) and will qualify the Town for
i Federal Funds, such sum to be raised by the issuance of serial bonds or
j
notes not to exceed $556,000.00 under, and in compliance with, the
I pro/isions of the Municipal Finance Act (New Hampshire Revised Statutes
'Annotated 33.1 et seq., as amended), such issuance to be reduced by
' Federal funds that become available and are authorized prior to the
issuance of serial bonds or notes, and to authorize the Selectmen to
issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of
interest thereon, and to take such actions as may be necessary to effect
the issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or notes as
shall be in the interests of the Town of Milford, New Hampshire, and to
allow the Selectmen to expend such monies as become available from the
Federal Government under Financial Assistance Program of the
Construction Grants Section of the Federal Hater Pollution Control Act.
,
as amended ( 33 Q. S. C. Paragraph 1251 et seq. ) and pass any votes
relating thereto. This appropriation is exclusive of and in addition to
the appropriation passed for the same purpose on March 12, 1985.
Thii> Article will be by ballot vote, requiring two-thirds majority for
passage. Polls must r^emain open for one hour.
Article 6. It ^as moved by the Board of Selectmen and seconded by the
Budget Committee to r^aise and appropriate the sum of $350,000.00 for the
purpose of incorporating a belt filter press sludge dewatering unit and
a vehicle storage building at the existing Wastewater Treatment
Facility, such sum to be raised by the issuance of serial bonds or notes
I
not to exceed ^^350, 000. 00 under, and in compliance with, the provisions
of the Municipal Finance Act (New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated
„
33. 1 et seq. , as amended) and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and
i
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neuoLiat^^ such bonds or notes and to detei^mine the rate of interest
Lhet^r^on. and to take such actions as ma:- be necessary to effect the
i',suanc'-t. negot.i a t J «jris, sale and delivery of such bonds or notes as
':hall be in the best interests of the Town of Mil ford. New Hampshire,
and pass any vote relating thereto.
This At-ticJe mui^t be voted by ballot and requires a two -thirds majority
for passage. The polls must remain open for one hour.
The polls ^ere opened foi' ballot /oting on Articles 68.7 at 8:22 p.m.
It was moved by Ernie Barrett, seconded and almost unanimously voted
that the (Moderator appoint a committee of seven (7) voters, consisting
of f I /e (5) users and two (2) non -users to study the feasibility of
f'.>rming a water/ sewer or separate water and sewer' village districts.
Said committee to report its findings to a public hearing to be held not
Jaler than September 15, 1986.
AFT] CLE 28. It was amended by Steve Martin, seconded and unanimously
voted to raise and appropriate the sum of 035,000.00 for the purpose of
developing an Industrial Pretreatment Program in compliance with the
requirements contained in the Federal Hater Pollution Control Act, as
amended by the Clean Hater Act of 1 ?77, and will qualify the Town for
Pedeial funds, such sum to be raised by general taxation, and to allow
the Selectmen to expend such monies as become available from the Federal
Government under the Financial Assistance Program of the Construction
Grants Section of the Federal Hater Pollution Control Act, as amended by
the Clean Slater Act of 1977. and pass any vote relating thereto. The
amendment deleted the authority for the Town to issue bonds for the cost
of the project. The reason for proposing borrowing money is that the
federal money Hill not be received all in one year. However, it was
belie.'ed th<at this relati/ely small amount should not be borrowed, but
paid outr^ight.
ARTICLE' 71. it was amended by the Board of Selec:tmen and seconded to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to sell, to HEI.LCO I nc. , so - cal led. a
New Hampshir^e business corporation of Milford, New Hampshire, for the
sum of $100,000 00 and on such other ter-ms and conditions as the
Selectmen determine to be in tht? best interests of the Town, a parcel of
land of appiX'Ximately fourteen (14) acres, the same commonly known as
the Savage Rell site, being a certain tr^act or parcel of land together
with the buildings, pumps, watermains, pipes, wells and other equipment
thereon provided, however that any such agreement shall not contain any
provisions, which limits or assigns, the Town's right to pursue any
remedies available to it to provide against any and all parties that may
be responsible for the conditions and or contaminants found in the
Savage Hel] and the aquifer that supplies water to said well. Further
reference for description and line of title is made to a blueprint of
the plot and survey made by S. P. Grasso recorded in the Hillsborough
County Registry of Deeds at Book 849, Page 134, and Book 899, Page 422,
or take any other action relative thereto.
A petition has been filed requesting that this article be voted by
ballot.
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t 9:24 p.m. the polls Here closed for ballot voting on Articles 6 and
RTICLE 12. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
lUdget Committee and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum
it $11,500.00 for the purpose of contracting Hith a qualified
Engineering firm to inspect the McLane Dam, Railroad Pond and Osgood
i!ond Dams, and prepare cost estimates for remedial action at each of
hese structures or take any other action relative thereto.
hTICLE 13. It Has moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded and almost
animously defeated to raise and appropriate the sum of $11,500.00 for
e purpose of contracting for qualified engineering services to analyze
jnd design storm sewers in the Rest Str^eet, Mill Street, Cottage Street
jrea of Town. Such services include but are not limited to, topographic
urveys, borings, hydraulic analysis of the area to be serviced, and
('reparation of construction plans and specifications, or take any other
1,'otion relative thereto.
loderator Philbrick announced the results of the ballot voting on
krticles 6 & 7. On Article 6 there were a total of 328 votes cast;
|Ho-thirds required for passage is 219.
the
*YES 290 NO 38
jiin Article 7 there were a total of 327 votes cast; the two-thirds
jequired for passage is 218.
YES 289 NO 38
he Moderator declared the polls closed for voting on Article 71 at 9; 46
, tn. ; announcing the results of the ballot voting on Article 71 as
ollows:
YES 74 *N0 244
RTICLE 14. It was moved, seconded and almost unanimously defeated to
aise and appropriate the sum of $17,500.00 which represents the Town's
;hare of the reconstruction of Elm St and West Street, in order to
mprove the capacity of the intersection and include the widening of a
)ortion of Rest Street, and the installation of more efficient traffic
liignal systems, or take any other action relative thereto.
(oderator Philbrick announced the results of the ballot voting on
^rticle 71.
YES 74 ^nO 244
Article is. it was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
iJudget Committee and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum
bf $5, 000. 00 to be paid into the Capital Reserve Fund authorized for the
burpose of financing the acquisition of ambulances and the equipping
thereof, or take any other action relative thereto.
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ARTICLE 20. It was moved by the Board of Celectmen. ;:.econdrd und voted
in the affiimative by the voice vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$25, 000. 00 to be added to the fund created in accordance with NH RSA 36-
A: 5, said fund together with any future additions to the same to be
allowed to accumulate ftx)m year to /ear and be available for^ the
acquisition of property for conservation purposes as the Town may Oij-ect
in accordance with the provisions of NH RSA 36 -A. or^ take any other
action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 21. It was mo/ed and seconded by the Eudcjet Committee to place
the 193 acres (more or less) off Mullen Road, generally known as the
George H. Harling tract, being the same property given to the Town by
the Hitchiner Manufacturing Company Inc. . in November. 1985 and recorded
in the Hillsborough County Registry of Deeds, more precisely identified
as Map 4 Lots 56, 56-1 and 56 2 on the Tax Map of the Town of Milford.
under the control and protection of the Milford Conservation Commission,
for the purpose of preserving the land in its natural state for the
benefit of all the residents of the Town of Milford.
A petition was filed requesting that this article be voted by ballot.
ARTICLE 22. It was amen(Jed by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $60,000.00 to pur^chase appropriate hardware, software, furniture,
supplies and maintenance contract to implement a municipal computer
system to enhance all municipal office and administrative procedures, or
take any other action relative thereto. The amendment increased the sum
requested by $4, 000. 00.
It was moved, seconded and voted unanimously to convene the recessed
session of the 193rd Town Meeting of the Town of Milford on Wednesday.
March 19, 1986, immediately after the conclusion of the School Meeting,
which is scheduled to start at 7: 00 P. M.
ARTICLE 23. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded and almost
unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 for an
eight month work period for the purpose of contracting with a qualified
individual to assist the Board of Selectmen in the phased implementation
of the Town Meeting authorized computer equipment, or take any other
action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 24. It was moved by the Budget Committee, seconded by the Boai'd
of Selectmen and unanimously voted to pass over this article.
The Moderator^ deemed the polls closed on Article 21 at 11:05 p.m.
ARTICLE 64. It was amended, seconded and defeated in a standing vote of
YES 84, NO 95 to authorize the Board of Selectmen to sell all that land
and personal property etc. , obtained by tax collectors deed dated
2/22/77, and recorded in the Hillsborough County Register of Deed at
Volume 2520 Page 462.
Moderator Philbrick announced the results of the ballot vote on Article
21. There were a total of 21 ballots cast.
YES 178 NO 43
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'he meeting was recessed at 11:18 p.m. It Hill reconvene on March 19,
986 immediately following the School Meeting.
loderator Philbrick called to order the third session of the 193rd Town
leeting of the Town of Milford at 9:02 p.m. on Wednesday, March 19,
986.
iRTICLE 70. It was moved by the Budget Committee, seconded by the Board
ji)f Selectmen and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
!;2, 900. 00 for the purpose of hiring a part-time crossing guard for the
flilford Police Department and to further authorize the Board of
jSelectmen upon approval of this article, to insert it into the budget as
Ijn annual expenditure or take any other action relative thereto.
!i
IaRTICLE 10. The Board of Selectmen and the Budget Committee have agreed
[:o vote on the total budget for each section rather than on each
ilndividual item.
$523,285.00 for General Government. It was moved by the Board of
Selectmen, seconded and voted almost unanimously. This figure includes
;18,000.00 for an in-depth study of the space availability at the Town
lall. The breakdown of this section is as follows:
Town Office Salaries 33, 500.
Town Office Expenses 121,516.
Elections & Registrations 6,530.
Cemeteries 50, 1 1 9.
General Government Buildings 75,888.
Reappraisal of Property 0.
Planning & Zoning 33, 569.
i.egal Expenses 37, 000.
Board of Adjustment 7,163.
Contingency Fund 0.
Audit 8. Accounting 8,000.
Property & Liability Ins 150,000.
|"?643, 244. 00 for Protect! on Persons & Property, on motion of the Board of
Selectmen, seconded by the Budget Committee and voted unanimously. This
















$403, 384, 00 for Highway Streets & Bridges, on amendment of the Budget
Committee, seconded and voted in the affirmative by a voice vote. This
section is comprised as folloHs:
ToHn Maintenance 0,
Gen HRy Dept. Exp-Oiling 35,971.
Street lighting 47,000.
Public Horks Administration 62, 606.
Highway Dept-Hinter Maint 158,921.
Highway Dept-Summer Maint 67, 536.
Rater Dept-Hydrant Rental 30, 300.
Hilton Hater Horks 1,050.
$470, 337 for Sanitation, on motion of the Board of Selectmen, seconded












$47, 595. 00 for Health, on motion of the Board of Selectmen, seconded by










$36,000.00 for Helfare, on amendment of the Board of Selectmen, seconded








$204,767.00 for Culture & Recreation, on amendment of the Board of
Selectmen, seconded by the Budget Committee and voted unanimously. This









$768,188.00 for Debt Service, on motion of the Board of Gelectmen,
seconded by the Budget Committee and unanimously voted. This section is
comprised as follows:
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Principal Long Term Notes 391,384.
Interest Long Term Notes 336, 804.
Int Tax Anticipation 40,000.
Fiscal Charge on Debt 0.
$230, 467. 00 for miscellaneous, on motion of the Board of Selectmen,
seconded by the Budget Committee and unanimously voted. This section is
comprised as follows:
Municipal Rater Dept 0.
Municipal Sewer Dept 0.
Municipal Electric Dept 0,
PICA 52,618.
Insurance-Health 81,095.
Unemployment Ins 3, 500.
Rorkmens Compensation 48, 048.
Police Pension 32,946.
Employees Retirement 12,260.
ARTICLE 34. It was amended by the Budget Committee, seconded by the
Board of Selectmen and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $15,246.00 for the purpose of hiring a full time equipment
operator for the Rastewater Treatment Plant and to further authorize the
Rastewater Treatment Plant upon approval of this article, to insert it
into the budget as an annual expenditure, said appropriation to be
offset by income from the sewer users charge. Said position to be
filled May 1, 1986 to coincide with the sludge compost facility start-up





or take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 62. It was amended by the Budget Committee, seconded and
unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $470. 584. 00 to
operate and maintain the Rastewater Treatment Plant. Said appropriation
to be offset by income from a sewers charge, or' take any other action
relative thereto.
ARTICLE 61. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $347,213.00 to operate and maintain the Rater Department, said
appropriation to be offset by income from the Hater Users of an equal
amount, or take any other action relative thereto.
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ARTICLE 65. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and linanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $3,813.00 for the purpose of hiring a full time accountant for the
Boated of Selectmen and to further authorize the Board of Selectmen upon
approval of this article, to insert it into the budget as an annual
expenditure. Said position is not to be filled until and Hhen a vacancy
occurs in the existing financial section, or take any other action
relative ther^eto.
ARTICLE 67 . It was moved, seconded and unanimously defeated to adopt
written welfare guidelines as proposed by the Board of Selectmen.
Chapter 380 of the Laws of 1985 require the Town to adopt written
welfare guidelines prior to April 1st, 1986, or take any other action
relative thereto.
ARTICLE 30. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of 017,000.00 for the required repairs to the Hillsborough Mills Bridge.
Said appropriation is the Town's one third share to be combined with
the State of New Hampshire two thirds share, or take any other action
relative thereto.
ARTICLE 31. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $6,500.00 for the purpose of contracting with a qualified company for
the removal of 265 lineal feet of asbestos pipe located in the basement
of the Town Hall, or take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 32. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $4,000.00 for repairs to the soffitt of the Town Hall Building and
painting of exterior wood trim at the street floor level of said
building, or take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 33, It was amended by the Budget Committee, sr-conded by the
Board of Selectmen and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $10,000.00 to add to the Capital Reserve Fund for the
construction and or reconstruction of Class 1v and Class V Highways, or
take any other action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 37. It was moved, seconder] and unanimously defeated to raise
and at>pr.)prMa te the sum of $5,000.00 to contract for qualified legal
assistance to review all existing Milfoi^d Zoning Ordinances and
Regulations and assist in the pi^eparation of a new and re/ised
compilation of zoning ordinances and regulations for presentation at the
,1987 Town Meeting.
ARTICLE 38. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Bud'jet Committee and unanimous I v voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $3,000.00 for the la>ing of water pipe from Osgood Road to the Thomas
Forsyth resi d-ncc; on Armory Road. toT i^eplace the Forsyth weJ 1 system
which IS contaminated with road salt, or take any other action relative
t lier^-to.
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ARTICLE 39. It Has moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to act upon the reports of all
Town Officer's, Agents and Committees and raise and appropriate money
relative thereto.
ARTICLE 40. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to authorize the Selectmen to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes, if necessary, as provided by the
Law of 1907.
ARTICLE 51. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to use the 1986 Highway Block Grant Aid Funds of $95,705.99
for construction, reconstruction and maintenance of Class 1V and Class V
Highways, oi^ take any other' action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 58. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to add into a Capital Reserve
Fund pursuant to NHRSA 35:1, for the purpose of providing funds to
defray the cost to revalue the town, and raise and appropriate the sum
of $35,000.00 to pay into said fund to be withdrawn by further' action of
the town when revaluation is authorized, or take any other action
relative thei'eto.
ARTICLE 63. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to adopt the following or^dinance:
ORDINANCE WITH RESPECT TO THE REGULATION AND OPERATION OF TAXICABS
KITHIN THE TOHN OF MILFORD. This ordinance shall take effect at
midnight on Ar>ril 1,1986, or take any other^ action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 72. It was moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and unanimously voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,000.00 to fund the effor^ts of such committee or committees as the
Boai'd of Selectmen deem appr'opriate to conduct a study relative to
identifying and recommending the most appropr^iate and beneficial type of
retirement system for^ the TOrt-n of Milford and its municipal employees,
to pr^esent a report to the Board of Selectmen not later than December
1st, 1986. Said monies to be expended only subject to the appr^oval of
thi. Boar^d of Selectmen, or take any other action relative ther^eto.
ARTICLE ""3. It xas moved by the Board of Selectmen, seconded by the
Budget Committee and defeated on a voice vote to amend Policy 'M ,
Par^acu^aph ii of the Sewer' and Mater Main Extension Policy adopted as
Article 43 of the Town Meeting of 1983.
Moder-ator Philbrick announced the results of the recount on Zoning
AMENDMENT i^2 which was conducted on March 18, 1986 at 8:15 p.m. Total
votes oast 1074. Tuo thirds requii'ed for passage is 716.
YE; 71 -NO 359
The amendment remains defeated by one vote.
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It Has moved by Mike Deasy, seconded and unanimously voted to authorize
the Moderator to appoint a Budget Advisory Committee to review the
process of preparing the town budget and to make recommendations to the
Selectmen by August 31, 1986 regarding (1) the use of a uniform format
for all departmental budgets and (2) utili2ation of the town computer
system to assist in budget preparation. Said committee to consist of
seven members, including at least one member of the 1985 Town Budget
Committee, one member of the Computer Study Committee, one department
head and one Selectman. The Administrative Assistant to the Board of
Selectmen shall be an exofficio member of the committee.
It was moved by Timothy O'Connell, seconded and almost unanimously
defeated to direct the Board of Selectmen and the School Board of the
Town of Milford to meet at least three times per year to review current
income/expenditures and to establish priorities for future budget
requests to be made at ensuing town and school district meetings. The
joint meetings should be held in July (end of fiscal year), December,
and in February.
On motion duly made and seconded, the 193rd Town Meeting of the Town of







In order to make my contribution to the growth and welfare of the Town of
Milford, I am willing to volunteer to serve on the following Board or Committee.





.Board of Adjustment -
Regular





.Planning Board - Regular
J^lanning Board - Alternate
.Budget Committee - Town
.Budget Committee - School
.Any Committee as needed
Ambulance Volunteer
Attach a brief statement as to why you feel qualified to serve as indicated above.
MAIL TO: Board of Selectmen
Attn.: Chairman of Board
Town Hall
Milford, N.H. 03055
